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Dear friends and colleagues,

In the 24 years that we have been publishing The 
Shareholder Service OPTIMIZER we can never 
recall a time where the need to “optimize” a pub-
lic company’s spending on investors has been so 
pressing a matter: Money is tight at every public 
company today…And so is staff…And especially tight at 
many companies, is having enough highly qualified staff 
to cope effectively, thanks to years of headcount restraints 
- coupled with the ever-increasing complexity of being a 
public company.

As we look back over 2017, it 
seems clear to us - as avid 
watchers of the corporate 
governance space - and the 
big supplier universe that 
has grown up around the 
corporate governance 
movement - that most public 
companies have gotten 
worse at “optimizing” 
rather than better at it. 

Just look at the huge amounts of time and money 
and corporate credibility that are being spent on 
“outreach programs” aimed at institutional 
investors - and often aimed at retail investors 
too - something that was virtually unheard of ten years 
ago. Then look at the razor-thin voting margins that we 
see on so many issues today - not just in proxy fights but 
where shareholder proposals are concerned. Many com-
panies and their advisors and service-providers have 
done wonders with their outreach programs - but if the 
object of the game is to win votes, a huge number of com-
panies have been failing miserably when it comes to 
“optimizing” their spending!

Bad as this may seem, if you are a publicly traded 
company, please take a bit of time to see where 
most of your spending on investors actually goes: 
If you have been public for ten years or more, more than 
80% of your spending on investors is typically spent on 
people who hold only 2% or so of your shares in the aggre-
gate! Sure doesn’t sound like “optimizing” to us.

Another huge factor in our current failures to 
optimize our spending has been the non-stop 
growth of regulation, coupled with the ever-
increasing demands for more disclosure: Ten years 
ago the average proxy statement was a relatively slim and 

compact document that was designed primarily to explain 
the issues that were up for a vote to the proxy-voters and to 
summarize the management recommendations. Today, 
public companies - and their advisors, printers, mailers 
and already over-busy shareholders - have to deal with 
100+ and sometimes 200+ page documents, overflowing 
with data, charts, footnotes and “disclosure sections” - 
some required, some being demanded by activist investors 
under pain of punishment, and some being volunteered by 
basically cowed companies - that do more to bury the 
“election issues” in the pages and pages of minutia than 

they do to help a voter cast their 
votes.  Most of the E-editions we 
see - if we even bother to respond 
to those mostly useless Notice and 
Access Notices - are even more 
unwieldy and user-unfriendly 
than the paper versions.

Accordingly, we have worked 
harder than ever to help our 
readers - and their key sup-
pliers too - to focus on ideas 
and programs that will opti-
mize the vast amounts of time 

and money that are being spent on providing 
information and other services to shareholders. 
As always, we have tried hard to focus on the best 
and brightest people, ideas and service providers 
we can find.

We hope that you will spend some ‘quality time’ with this 
issue - and that you will share it with your colleagues who 
are involved in corporate governance, investor relations, 
the corporate secretary’s office and your overall 
“shareholder relations” activities. 

We especially hope that you will use both our 
printed and our constantly updated Online 
Directory of Pre-Vetted Service Suppliers as your 
desk-reference and guide if, as we also urge, you 
engage in one or more efforts to “optimize” your 
spending, and to do some smart comparison 
shopping in 2018. If your company has one or 
more suppliers that are not working with you - 
hard - to optimize your programs, and your 
spending - you need to look around.

With all our best wishes for a prosperous and 
peaceful 2018…

OPTIMIZING OUR SPENDING ON INVESTORS IN 2018

Carl & Peder Hagberg
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COPY & DESIGN

Through a review of your most recent proxy, 
we provide recommendations on layout, 
messaging, design and content for major 
overhauls or incremental upgrades, identifying 
an appropriate style, language and format 
to best match your company's culture and 
objectives.

KNOWLEDGE

Our Institutional Investor Survey performed 
jointly by Donnelley Financial Solutions, Equilar 
and Stanford University reveals what is most 
important to investors about proxy statements.

PLATFORM

Our Comprehensive Proxy and Annual Meeting 
Solutions are coupled with unrivaled resources 
at your disposal—world's largest print platform, 
EDGAR filing expertise, innovative technology 
including ActiveDisclosure for proxy collaboration, 
editing and filing, and world class service team.



www.OptimizerOnline.com
Designed to expand and better deliver our premium 

content to you, including our Online Directory of 
Pre-Vetted Service Providers, interviews with industry 
experts, a searchable database on topics from A to Z, 

plus an archive of past issues.

Hot Issues for 2018”...From Some of the  
Savviest People We Know
Peggy Foran,  Chief Governance Office and Corporate 
Secretary  of Prudential Financial, Inc., on Ways to 
“Optimize” Your Retail Shareholder Base
Q&A with Okapi Partners President and CEO Bruce 
Goldfarb on “The Hottest Proxy Issues of 2018” 
Insights from Patricia Lenkov, Founder and Principal at 
Agility Executive Search on  the Very Hot Topic of Board 
Diversity and  What Companies Should Be Doing to 
Improve Now: “What Are You Waiting For?”
An Update from Charlotte Laurent-Ottomane, Executive 
Director of the Thirty Percent Coalition with more on the 
“Hot Topic” of Board Diversity
Hot Tips on Preparing for the 2018 Proxy Season from 
Director of Corporate Governance Ron Schneider of 
Donnelley Financial Solutions 
The “Very Hot Topic” of Unclaimed Property:  Insights from 
John Buonomo, Senior Vice President, Issuer Services at AST
Inspectors of Election: It’s Time to Take a Careful New 
Look at this Suddenly-Hot Issue 

More articles on OPTIMIZING your  
spending on investors:
Broadridge Financial Solutions: “Striving to Deliver 
Greater Convenience and Control Over Shareholder 
Communications and Servicing Programs” 
Letter from Todd May, Chief Executive Officer, EQ 
An Interview with Guy Wakeley, Chief Executive Officer 
of Eqiniti plc, on their just completed acquisition of Wells 
Fargo’s Shareowner Services business
Proxy Tabulating Expert Ellen Philip Offers Time-and-
Money-Saving Insights on the Very Hot Topic of Getting 
Out the Vote - and Reporting on it Promptly and Correctly
Erwin Groenendal of Tangelo Software Offers Time-and-
Money-Saving Tips on Creating Three Different Proxy 
Statement Formats from a Single Source 
The OPTIMIZER’s Top-Five Tips for Optimizing The Money 
You Spend on Investors
More Razor-Thin Voting Margins Coming Your Way: We 
explain why - and what you need to be doing now
Our Top-Five Tips to Widen Your Margins of Victory
An Update on Virtual Meetings: A great idea, but look 
carefully before you leap.
Confidential Voting: Time to take a look under the hood
Zombies At Your Shareholder Meeting?
The Optimizer’s Directory of Pre-Vetted Service Suppliers
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THE SHAREHOLDER SERVICE 
OPTIMIZER, FIRST PUBLISHED IN 
1994, IS DEDICATED TO HELPING 
PUBLIC COMPANIES – AND THEIR 

SUPPLIERS – DELIVER BETTER 
AND MORE COST-EFFECTIVE 

SERVICES TO SHAREHOLDERS. 
A subcription to the OPTIMIZER comes with the 

promise of “some free consulting on any shareholder 
relations or shareholder servicing matter that ever 

crosses your desk.” Worth the subscription cost in itself 
our readers tell us.

Please see our special E-Edition subscription offer on p. 10
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“When Prudential became a publicly traded company 
in 2001—after being a mutual insurance company that 
was owned primarily by policyholders—let’s just say 
we had ‘many millions’ of retail shareholders. Most of 
them had relatively small ownership positions, but as a 
group, they constituted a significant part of our popu-
lation of potential voters and of our spending budget. 
For many of them, this was the only stock they owned, 
and many of them did not realize they now owned 
stock and what that entailed. Communicating with 
them was extremely expensive, and it was difficult to 
know if we were really connecting with them at all. 
Finding new and better ways to actually engage them—
and to better manage the expenses of doing so—was 
very important to us.

“Our ‘Bag or Tree’ campaign—or 
what many people have been call-
ing ‘Trees or Totes for Votes’ was 
one of our first big steps and was 
a huge success. Not only did we 
increase the retail investor vote, 
we encouraged investors to ask 
us questions on the proxy card 
and to give us feedback, which made many of them 
feel connected and actively engaged with us, as we’d 
hoped. It also had and still has a very useful ‘canary 
in a coal mine’ aspect, which is an added benefit. 

“We also began to work harder on all the forms and 
letters that we and our transfer agent sent—not just 
to simplify the language but to shorten and simplify 
the process of doing things, like updating addresses 
or settling small estates. Very much worth noting, we 
launched a special sales facility that made it easy and 
inexpensive for small shareholders to cash out. We 
get some incredibly moving letters from people who 
had not known the value of the shares they had, much 
less how to get at it. One shareholder wrote that she 
‘desperately needed a new furnace, and prayed to 

God for a solution.’ For her, and many other small 
shareholders like her, our letter regarding the sales 
facility was truly a godsend. 

“We discovered that a significant percentage of our 
retail shareholders do have other stocks, and broker-
age accounts of their own. So periodically we offer 
information, and a quick and easy way to move shares 
to a brokerage account—and we offer a $5 Starbucks 
gift card as an added incentive. I call it ‘the gift that 
keeps on giving,’ since we achieve savings in record-
keeping, communications and related out-of-pocket 
expenses year after year.

“Two years ago, we decided to 
look at all of our shareholder 
servicing programs from a totally 
fresh perspective. Rather than 
issue a long RFP with dozens and 
dozens of questions, we outlined 
our somewhat unique history, 
assembled the key facts and fig-
ures about the plans and pro-
grams we had in place, and asked 

a small set of service providers to give us ideas on 
how we could do things better and more cost-effec-
tively—and how, exactly, they could help us get there.  
Perhaps the most amazing thing to me was how 
many people we had throughout the company—and 
at our transfer agent too—that were carefully moni-
toring and double-checking one or two very small 
things, but how few experts we really had when it 
came to the entire picture. So I’d urge you to find and 
engage an expert in the field to help you if you do 
something similar. Equally amazing was how many 
good ideas we got. We were able to simplify and 
streamline things that saved significant amounts of 
time and money on both sides and, best of all, made 
us feel we were ‘optimizing’ our efforts.”

HOT ISSUES FOR 2018...
FROM SOME OF THE SAVVIEST PEOPLE WE KNOW

Ways to “Optimize” Your Retail Shareholder Base
Margaret (Peggy) Foran, Chief Governance Officer, Senior Vice President and Corporate Secretary of Prudential Financial, Inc.

“We were able to simplify 
and streamline things that 
saved significant amounts 

of time and money”



OKAPI PARTNERS is a proxy solicitation, information agent and 

corporate governance advisory firm with UNRIVALED INSIGHT 

into how investors respond and make voting decisions. We design and 

execute thoughtful, results-oriented strategies that ensure our clients 

succeed in any scenario requiring an INVESTOR RESPONSE.  

We offer clients superior intellectual capital, extensive industry 

relationships and unmatched execution capabilities.

okapipartners.com 
1212 Avenue of the Americas, 24th Floor

New York, NY 10036-1600

+1 212-297-0720

OKAPI_TheOptimizer_2018fpad.indd   1 2018-01-29   10:43 PM
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Q: How important are ESG issues right now? It seems like 
we’ve seen a lot more activity on that front, especially with 
Blackrock’s latest letter.

There has been a general focus on governance and 
diversity in the boardroom for some time and board 
diversity remains a critical issue in 2018, but compa-
nies in nearly all sectors will experience increasing 
demands from investors to address environmental 
and other social issues. ESG issues are viewed by 
some investors as impacting long-term, sustained 
value, and proxy votes are reflecting this view. One 
example was ExxonMobil’s annual meeting in May 
2017. The New York State 
Common Retirement 
Fund put forth a proposal 
forcing the company to 
publish an annual assess-
ment of the impact of 
global climate change poli-
cies and that was approved 
by more than 62% of ExxonMobil shareholders. 
Among the large investors believed to have supported 
the proposal – over the objections of the company’s 
board – were BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street. 
In light of this investor focus, Larry Fink’s recent let-
ter should be taken seriously by companies and 
boards who need to address these issues right away 
generally as part of articulating long-term strategy or 
risk being open to criticism from activist investors 
and others. These are not fly-by-night issues, as a 
growing number of investors believe ESG issues are 
linked to long-term performance of the company.

Q: After the mega-million-dollar proxy fight at P&G, do you 
think that activists will still continue to mount such fights 
- and that their targets will continue to fight-back to the 
bitter end?...What advice to you have - both for activists 
and for public companies with respect to “fights?”

Shareholders across the board are much more receptive 
to ideas from activist investors, so perhaps there will not 
be many contests like the one at P&G. But that doesn’t 
mean there will be less activism. Investors are more 
thoughtful than ever about how they evaluate director 
candidates and proposals put forth by activist investors. 
In addition, boards and management teams are better 
at honing their message to shareholders. Both sides are 

developing innovative strat-
egies to reach other share-
holders. Whether you’re an 
activist running a proxy fight 
or a company defending 
yourself, you have to come 
well prepared with a dy-
namic and thoughtful strat-
egy and be able to execute right away. Activists are now 
equipped with new outreach tools like social media and 
compelling videos that reach shareholders with their 
messages. Elliott Management used many of these tech-
niques very effectively to communicate with Arconic’s 

retail shareholders during 
their proxy fight. Public 
companies can also learn to 
use creative tactics and 
smart messages to reach 
their shareholders. Limit-
ing your communication to 
press releases and letters is 

not going to work anymore. Companies also need to 
know who their shareholders are, an increasingly diffi-
cult task given all the different types of investors these 
days. Companies need effective shareholder monitoring 
capabilities, as well as thorough analysis of the impact 
of investor turnover, especially when an activist comes 
knocking. Understanding how these different types of 
investors think and behave is one of the keys to winning 
proxy fights or avoiding them altogether.

Q: Retail investors seem to have become more influential in 
and more vocal in proxy contests - and also with respect to 
shareholder proposals in general. How do you reach them?

Companies and their corporate governance and  IR 
professionals need to understand that retail share-
holders are increasingly voicing their concerns 
through their proxy vote. Shareholder activists often 
considered the costs of reaching thousands of retail 
holders as prohibitive. But Elliot’s contest against 
Arconic, and then Trian’s contest against P&G, each 
with high price tags for outreach, changed the game. 
The P&G contest is likely a foreshadowing of more 
retail-oriented campaigns to come, particularly be-
cause technology has made it easier to get the atten-
tion of retail shareholders via content such as videos, 

The Hottest Proxy Issues in 2018
Bruce H. Goldfarb, President & CEO of Okapi Partners

“Activists are now equipped with new 
outreach tools like social media and 

compelling videos that reach 
shareholders with their messages.”
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social media outreach and other creative methods. 
Coupled with these methodologies, effective proxy 
solicitation is still a key component to winning cam-
paigns, and companies and IR professionals must 
better understand who owns their shares, how to 
reach them effectively and adopt a proactive stance to 
communicating with them.

Q: A recent PwC survey of Directors revealed that 70% of 
them think that company officers are overpaid and 66% felt 
it was contributing to greater income inequality. What are 
your thoughts here - and specifically, do you feel that com-
panies will have to be working harder and smarter to get 
decent Say On Pay numbers? What are the top-tips you 
have for them?

Executive compensation has been a hot topic for 
some time, but “say on pay” has not overwhelmingly 
moved the needle on this issue except to enhance 
engagement efforts (which is not unimportant). 
Companies and boards need to listen to their share-
holders and be able to clearly explain their executives’ 
compensation in a way that makes sense to even the 
most unsophisticated shareholder. Compensation 
should be tied to performance and strategy execution.  

Ultimately, compensation is a board matter and 
diverse, independent board members should ad-
dress compensation to ensure alignment with value 
for shareholders.

Q: How influential are proxy advisors and have they been 
affected by the political attention on them this year?

It’s too early to predict whether recent proposed leg-
islation in Congress will lead to changes, but proxy 
voting advisors remain influential. Very large index 
funds and other passive shareholders have become 
more thoughtful and engaged in the voting process 
over the years as activist investing has gained promi-
nence. In the past, it was almost a given that many of 
these shareholders would vote with management’s 
recommendations or blindly follow the advice of 
proxy voting advisory firms. But now, proxy voting 
committees have expanded, more work is being done 
related to voting decisions internally by investors, 
and the influence of the proxy voting advisors has 
waned a bit. That said, proxy voting advisors are still 
very influential in terms of providing research and 
need to be taken seriously in any campaign.
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The burden of proof has been met. Diverse boards 
make better decisions that lead to improved com-
pany performance. Yet despite the research and vali-
dation and the increasing prodding by institutional 
investors, state and city governments and all types 
of social and nonprofit organizations, a startling 
1805 companies out of 3192 (companies from the 
Fortune 1000 and Russell 3000) in a gender diver-
sity index created by 2020 Women on Boards have 
zero or only one women on their boards. African 
Americans, Hispanics and Asians are even more 
underrepresented relative to their presence in the 
overall workforce.

So what’s the problem? What is holding us back 
from the progress we desperately need? I offer three 
main explanations:

Demand: 
Legacy folklore proclaims that 
there are simply not enough 
qualified diverse candidates to 
fill board seats. We have heard 
this time and again. In 2013 
when Twitter went public with-
out one female on their board 
they said that they could not 
find women who had the tech-
nical skills necessary for their 
technology company. In fact, 
most of their all-male board 
members had arts degrees!   

Demand for more diverse can-
didates, and the opportunity to 
diversify boards, is further 
dampened by the fact that di-
rector tenures are often too long. The concept of 
board refreshment or even board turnover and suc-
cession planning are new. It wasn’t that long ago 
that board appointments were thought to be for a 
lifetime. Clearly, there has been a shortage of de-
mand for diversity on the part of boards…but just as 

clearly, demand for change 
on the part of investors is 
gaining traction every day.

Supply:
Despite the many people 
who say otherwise, there is 
in fact an excellent supply of qualified and diverse 
board candidates. Companies, however, need to 
identify them and to make conscious and continual 
efforts to get them into the pipeline. 

Diverse employees (actually everyone) need to think 
about their careers as limitless. They need to be able 
to advocate for themselves and to gain exposure 
within the decision making circles that count in the 
boardroom.  They need to work towards positions at 
the highest levels and they must gain operating ex-
perience whenever and as often as possible. They 

need to find good mentors - 
and advocates. Also, I always 
say that if you want to be a 
board director you must be 
able to be found.

It seems so basic doesn‘t it? So 
where is the missing link? 
Quite simply, it’s the corporate 
commitment to making prog-
ress on stronger diversity. 

The Matchmaking 
Process:
Finally, and perhaps most im-
portantly, is the process by 
which board directors are cur-
rently being recruited. Recent 

research shows that 70% of the time a director role is 
filled by using a personal network or a word of mouth 
recommendation. This means that most often, find-
ing a new director goes like this: the board, CEO and 
‘trusted advisors’ discuss people they know for a di-
rector opening at the company. Hopefully, 

“A startling 1805 companies 
out of 3192 (companies 

from the Fortune 1000 and 
Russell 3000) in a gender 
diversity index created by 
2020 Women on Boards 

have zero or one women on 
their boards. The case is 

similar for African 
Americans, Hispanics and 

Asians as well.”

Board Diversity: What Are You Waiting For? 
Patricia Lenkov, Founder and Principal at Agility Executive Search

continued
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their qualifications enter the discussion. But often-
times, the main qualification is that this new person 
is known by someone from within the company’s 
circle of trust. This process is neither objective nor 
strategic. It will yield a result, albeit one that is usu-
ally far from optimal.

The rest of the time an executive search firm is en-
gaged. Although this is an improvement over the 
hit-or-miss nature of the first approach, it is far from 
foolproof. All search firms are not created equal, and 
this is particularly true with respect to diversity. It is 
one thing to jump on the issue today, as it is clearly a 
“hot topic” - but boards are where they are because 
of the mistakes of the past. 

Identifying, evaluating and recruiting a director is 
hard and important work. It is always safer to put 
forward someone who has already been a director 
somewhere else - and ideally, for many boards, a sit-
ting CEO - and to simply “fill the order.” But it is in-
cumbent on us professionals to challenge ourselves 
and to look outside of the usual suspects. If boards 
are to improve their diversity we must be more dili-
gent and accountable and proactive. Status quo is 
just not good enough anymore.
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The biggest takeaway, by far, is how much smooth sailing those proxy access 

proposals with 3% ownership and 3-year holding periods encountered…

pretty much as we predicted. By mid-year, 67 companies adopted such 

provisions, with more to come, for sure. New York City Comptroller Scott 

Stringer, who submitted 75 proposals on their own – reported that nearly 

two out of three of his proposals achieved majority support so far. 

We counted a half-dozen other companies– like Chipotle and Community 

Health Systems (both with 49.8% in favor) Exxon (49.4%), Alexion 

(49.2%), Peabody Energy (48.7%) and Cabot Oil (45.3%) where support 

was so close to 50% that companies will almost have to adopt something, or 

face retaliatory actions next year. And just as we were going to press, Whole 

Foods – which tried to float a counter-proposal on proxy access with much 

higher thresholds than gadfly Jim McRitchie’s 3&3 proposal – unilaterally 

amended its bylaws to adopt a 3&3 proposal, and asked McRitchie to 

withdraw. We also saw results at a company that had both its own 5&5 

proposal and a proponent’s 3&3 on the same proxy cards, where the final 

results were mirror images: Company proposal 23% For, 77% Against;  

Shareholder proposal 77% For, 23% Against.

As we said in our last issue, this ship has sailed – and, much like Majority 

Voting proposals, will be voluntarily adopted by a large number of companies 

simply as a “best practice” – since a shareholder vote is not even needed - 

unless a company digs in its heels, or tries to float a proposal with “5 and 5” 

provisions vs. the 3&3 the SEC proposed way back when….The higher hurdles 

just ain’t gonna fly no mo’. 

A few other things you should know about proxy access: 

First, it really is the stupidest thing ever…that would only be invoked 

against the stupidest of companies, should they foolishly try to totally stiff-

arm a delegation of investors with even 1% in hand…at which time it would 

be invoked with a vengeance – and the offending company would almost 

certainly loose one director – or more.
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EARLY RETURNS FROM THE 2015 MEETING SEASON: 
ACTIVISTS REV THEIR MOTORS AT FULL SPEED; 

MANY SEMINAL DEVELOPMENTS TO WATCH…AND 
OUR COMMENTS ON BAD ADVICE…AND GOOD 

Barely a day has gone by this year when we haven’t read about a new activist 

investor demand for a company to re-think strategy, spin-off a business unit, or 

two or three, pay a special dividend, buy back more shares than originally planned 

– and, as often as not, to demand one or more seats on the board. 
As companies ramp up for their annual meetings this season, the demands have 

been escalating, day by day. Here’s our review of the top new developments to 

watch – and to watch out for at your own company as the season progresses:

At least two of the world’s biggest institutional investors have sent strong signals 

this quarter that they intend to use their votes to enforce their top governance 

objectives: BlackRock revised its voting guidelines dramatically, saying it might 

vote against at least one of a company’s most tenured directors if there was 

“evidence of board entrenchment, insufficient attention to board diversity, and/or 

failure to promote adequate board succession planning” or if there are unspecified 

attendance issues…or if they change bylaws that change shareholder rights without 

seeking shareholder approval “within a reasonable period of time.” Wow! This can 

sure encompass a lot of companies, and a lot of unsuspecting directors…and will 

take many by surprise this season we predict. Vanguard was a bit more ‘guarded’ – 

but strongly suggested that they too will use the ballot box to express disapproval 

this season – especially at companies they feel “fail to engage”…Ouch! More 

potential surprises here at companies that may feel that all is A-OK, and their doors 

are always open to “engagement.”Early in March, the $300 billion California Public Employees Retirement System 

(CALPers) revised its governance guidelines in a truly revolutionary way: 

deleting as its first principle that their governance decisions and practices “should 

focus the board’s attention on optimizing the company’s operating performance, 

profitability and returns to shareholders” – saying instead that companies they invest 

in are “expected to optimize operating performance, profitability and investment 

returns in a risk aware manner while conducting themselves with propriety and 

with a view toward responsible conduct.” Wow! A sea-change indeed in terms of 
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OPTIMIZER:  Charlotte, as we move into the 
shareholder meeting season, we feel rather 
frustrated that so little progress appears to 
have been made toward having even a single 
woman on so many corporate boards - much 
less your hoped-for 30%...especially since 
there is convincing evidence that more di-
verse boards consistently produce better 
shareholder returns. Pretty weak “optimiz-
ing” on their part, we think… 
“I am a bit frustrated also, but 
I do think this will be an ‘in-
teresting year’ where board 
diversity is concerned, and 
my instincts tell me it will be 
a ‘tipping point’: All of the 
sexual harassment disclo-
sures are bringing gender di-
versity issues much more to 
the forefront. A lot of male 
business leaders with daugh-
ters are definitely paying more attention to it. And 
more and more investors are asking how willing 
companies are to confront and deal with these issues, 
and recognizing that it is the right thing to do. 
“Since our founding in 2011 we have grown from 27 
members to 90, with $3.2 trillion invested in public com-
panies. Twenty-five percent of them are public company 
members who actively support our objectives. In re-
sponse to our “Adopt a Company Campaign” 150 compa-
nies that previously had no women on their boards now 
have one, and sometimes two women directors. 
“This year we are writing to 130 companies - to 30 
new companies in the Russell-1000 that have no 
women directors, 30 ‘reminders’ to Russell-1000 
companies that got a letter last year, but took no ac-
tion and 70 letters to companies in the S&P 500 that 
have only one woman director.”
OPTIMIZER: This still seems like mighty 
slow progress to us. Do you think the time 
has come to turn up the heat a lot more? 
Say with ‘name and shame campaigns?’ and 
moves to withhold votes from nominating 
committee directors?

“With 25% corporate mem-
bers - and with a small but 
strong core of highly re-
garded industry service pro-
viders - a ‘name and shame 
approach’ is not something 
that would be an appropriate or useful tactic for us.  I 
would note however, that public pension funds have 
already submitted 36 shareholder resolutions to pub-
lic companies this year - calling for more disclosure 

about diversity and for com-
panies to adopt written Char-
ters that will explain how they 
will address these issues - and 
26 of the proposals have been 
withdrawn in light of corpo-
rate commitments. I do expect 
that this year several of the 
largest index funds will with-
hold votes from nominating 
committee members at com-

panies where there are no women, or only one woman 
on the board, which will surely get their attention.”
OPTIMIZER: What about using the power of 
the purse - by moving business away from 
stubbornly non-diverse companies to more 
enlightened ones?
“That is actually happening to some degree with State 
Treasurers who have very well-developed guidelines 
for suppliers of goods and services to their states.”
OPTIMIZER: What about those executive 
search firms - who seem to us to be 
contributing more to the problem than to 
good solutions?
“Yes, some of them are part of the problem, by 
mostly re-cycling the same group of women who are 
already serving on corporate boards, and who are 
often over-boarded. But we believe we can be a very 
strong resource for executive search firms. Many of 
our members have developed robust lists of highly 
qualified women and minority candidates which we 
are happy to share at no charge and where we can 
serve as a clearinghouse to come up with good can-
didates. Last week we submitted the names of two 

“In response to our “Adopt a 
Company Campaign” 150 

companies that previously had 
no women on their boards now 
have one, and sometimes two 

women directors.”

More on the “Hot Issue” of Board Diversity 
Charlotte Laurent-Ottomane, Executive Director of The Thirty Percent Coalition
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stellar candidates for an open 
board slot and we are keeping 
fingers crossed - although the 
still-strong corporate bias in fa-
vor of sitting CEOs continues to 
work against women and minori-
ties who are, as we know, only a 
tiny minority of CEOs.

“We certainly find that the most 
receptive companies are the most 
successful companies - and just 
last week, in response to one of 
our reminder letters, we heard 
back that the company had added 
not one but two women to their 
board. Great signs as we head 
into 2018!”

A FOOTNOTE FROM THE 
OPTIMIZER ABOUT SERVICE 
SUPPLIERS, NAMING AND 
SHAMING - AND “THE POWER OF 
THE PURSE”:
Midway through compiling this 
issue, a Corporate Secretary posted a 
riveting, full-page, full-color an-
nouncement from a major law firm, 
with photos of their 16 newly named 
partners on LinkedIn. Fifteen of the 
16 photos were of men! 
We were immediately reminded of 
an article we ran back in 2006  on 
“Putting Your Legal Work Out to 
Bid.” This article, which provides a 
wonderful roadmap for doing so 
- and which outlines some of the 
things that will earn a law firm extra 
“brownie points” in the competitive 
arena - like having strong ethnic and 
gender diversity and strong pro-
bono and community service efforts 
- is still as useful today as it was 
back then. We’d be happy to email 
you a copy of this article if you are 
interested.
Also worth looking at is our article 
on the preponderance of “Old 
White Men” at shareholder meet-
ings, and the advisability of more 
diversity here too…. 
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Hot Issues for 2018 Proxy Season Preparation 
Ron Schneider, Director of Corporate Governance Services, Donnelley Financial Solutions

Some emerging issues and accelerating trends in 
2017 point the way for how the 2018 proxy season 
may go, and how companies should be preparing for 
what lies ahead.
While investors continue to be interested in company 
governance structures, shareholder rights and execu-
tive compensation, there is an intensifying focus on 
board diversity in many areas, gender among them, 
and on corporate sustainability and the potential im-
pact of climate change on shareholder value.
The charge for greater transparency is being led not 
just by traditional activist investors, but by more 
mainstream, long-term indexed investors, including 
BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street Global.  
Known as “passive” investors (because of how they 
structure their portfolios) and generally not consid-
ered “activists,” they nevertheless do practice a brand 
of active oversight of their port-
folio companies under the um-
brella of investment steward-
ship.  As investors continue to 
pour more money into low-cost 
indexed funds and ETFs, their 
clout continues to grow. 
Large institutional investors 
have many arrows in the stew-
ardship quiver and have demon-
strated a willingness to use them 
all. These arrows include:
•  Writing letters to CEOs. BlackRock Founder, 

Chairman, and CEO Larry Fink’s recent letter to 
company CEOs, urging them to consider their 
impact on society, as well as their ability to 
maximize profits, is an excellent example. 

•  Assembling engagement teams that seek conver-
sations with company managements and boards,

•  Sponsoring shareholder proposals,
•  Supporting the proposals of others,
•  Critically evaluating management proposals, and 
•  Participating in well-thought-out  

activist campaigns.
What they will NOT do and what their investment 
discipline does NOT allow is simply selling a stock 
because of displeasure over how a company is run. 

Companies, in turn, are 
doing the following:
•  Maintaining dialogue 

and relationships with 
major investors. Those 
companies that have 
not yet spoken with institutional investors should 
consider initiating contact soon, rather than wait-
ing until an activist is knocking at their door.

•  Improving the transparency of their strategies, 
corporate governance, board, executive 
compensation and ESG profile, through all 
relevant channels and documents. 

•  Treating the proxy as a one-stop shop for much of 
this contextual information, as they hear inves-
tors say: “If you want us to consider something 
when voting, make sure it’s in the proxy.”

One new item worth noting is 
that in their 2018 proxies, most 
established companies will 
include their first CEO-to-
median-employee-pay-ratio 
disclosure.  While it is not yet 
clear how investors and proxy 
advisors will react to, and 
utilize, this information, these 
disclosures are expected to gain 
significant attention from 
organized labor, from media 

seeking story ideas, and from general employees 
(half of whom will, by definition, realize that they 
are paid less than their company’s median employee).  
How this Year One experience goes will indicate 
what path companies should take with these 
disclosures in Year Two.
Each year at Donnelley, we are seeing more compa-
nies that treat the proxy as an investor-focused com-
munications piece, rather than an SEC-focused dis-
closure document.  These companies are incorporating 
more business context into the proxy, including a ra-
tionale for why their board has the right mix of skills 
and why their compensation program is designed to 
support achievement of company strategies.  In addi-
tion, companies are adding more branding, visual el-
ements, and navigational tools.

“We are seeing more 
companies that treat the 

proxy as an investor-focused 
communications piece, 

rather than an SEC-focused 
disclosure document.”
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Leading companies also are focusing on the mix of 
their investor base and fine-tuning how they distrib-
ute governance and other critical messages.  Most 
major institutional investors prefer to view the proxy 
on line and treat it more as a reference than a reading 
document. For this reason, some companies have be-
gun to create enhanced, interactive, online versions of 
their printed/filed proxies. Bear in mind that institu-
tional investors vote the vast majority of their shares 
on every proposal, at every meeting -- the question is 
not whether they will vote, but how they will vote.
For individual investors, the dynamic is largely re-
versed, with many perusing the proxy and annual re-
port from front to back.  This group is highly likely to 
support the companies that they own. The question 
is: Will they vote at all?  
On this point, whatever preference individual inves-
tors may express for how they wish to receive proxies, 
annual reports, and other shareholder materials, 
statistics consistently show that the typical retail in-
vestor is much more likely to vote when he or she re-
ceives hard-copy proxy materials rather than notices 
of internet availability.  

For this reason, many companies that could use notice 
and access do not choose to do so in proxy fights sim-
ply because the stakes are too high.  Increasingly, the 
same can be said for director elections and Say-on-Pay 
proposals. Some companies, recognizing that activism 
could strike at any time, seek to build and maintain a 
“culture of retail voting,” trying to cultivate strong re-
tail voting returns every year so that they are more 
likely to maintain high levels of investor support if and 
when challenges arise.
Many companies are not yet confronted by these is-
sues, and are thus far successfully flying beneath the 
radar.  And these companies may succeed at this for 
the near future, but it’s important to remember that 
“hope is not a strategy.”
In the end, even companies that have seemed im-
mune to contentious issues and controversial share-
holder proposals should at least take initial steps at 
engaging with investors. By learning their investors’ 
informational needs and seeking to improve the clar-
ity and digestibility of their proxy and other share-
holder materials, companies move towards more 
positive engagement and building lasting relation-
ships that may prove critical over time.
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UNCLAIMED PROPERTY: ONE OF THE HOTTEST ISSUES 
FOR ISSUERS OF SECURITIES IN 2018
JOHN BUONOMO, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, ISSUER SERVICES AT AST

“The unclaimed property scene continues to pres-
ent some of the hottest issues out there for issuers, 
as state treasurers are working overtime to maxi-
mize the revenue  they can realize via the escheat-
ment process.”

“Perhaps the hottest set of new issues revolves around 
the new escheatment rules in Illinois - which is one of 
the top-five or so states where  abandoned property is 
concerned. The new rules, which took effect January 
1st, will require a lot more due diligence on the part of 
public companies and their agents. The new rules 
shorten the dormancy period to three years after mail 
is first returned as undeliverable, and to two years 
after a shareholder is deceased – and now, as an in-
creasing number of states also do, consider cash and 
shares to be ‘abandoned’ if there has been no contact 
from the holder after five years.  We have reached out 
to Illinois several times as an industry, most recently 
via a letter from the STA 
hoping to receive informa-
tion regarding the appar-
ent immediacy of enforcing 
the new legislation.”

“A second huge area of 
concern for issuers; Kel-
mar, which conducts audits 
of corporate abandoned 
property records and cor-
porate escheatment prac-
tices, has now been hired 
by 21 states - and their audits, as so many issuers 
have already found out, can be time consuming, dis-
tracting and often very expensive to deal with.

Another thing to note regarding the ‘hot issues’ - issu-
ers and their agents need to exercise great caution in 
terms of the contents of any files they produce in any 
‘audit’ because of the high degree of sensitivity sur-
rounding shareholder records.”

“On a more positive note, 
we  have had some  suc-
cess in dealing with the 
State of California, where 
I, and other industry 
members, along  with Jen 
Borden, Esq., a noted expert in this field, led a meet-
ing  with the head of California’s Unclaimed Property 
Division, and the General Counsel. The meeting re-
ally opened their eyes to the inefficiencies that their 
old rules and regulations have been generating for 
issuers and their agents – and for the state itself.  
About 95% of the state’s initial calculations of fees 
and penalties for late or no escheatments were being 
abated after analysis of the facts and circumstances, 
so they really took notice.”

Q: So John, what advice to you have in re-
sponse to these hot issues?

“The top task is to drive 
and carefully track contact 
with shareholders. Unfor-
tunately, in many states 
these days, the fact that 
mail has not been returned 
by the post office is not suf-
ficient proof that shares 
have not been ‘abandoned.’ 
This is particularly bad for 
participants in dividend 
reinvestment plans, who 

understandably think that everything is ‘on auto-
matic’ - and it’s even worse for companies that do not 
pay dividends - and for their shareholders, who are in 
particular danger of having their shares escheated for 
lack of ‘contact.’ Issuers should also look to find 
shareholders whose mail is returned as soon as pos-
sible. This will reduce the number of accounts that 
need to be escheated - and will give the ‘auditors’ 
nothing to look at.”

“Perhaps the hottest set of new issues 
revolves around the new escheatment 
rules in Illinois - which is one of the 

top-five or so states where  
abandoned property is concerned.”
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WHEN SHOULD A PUBLIC COMPANY CONSIDER APPOINTING AN INDEPENDENT INSPECTOR OF ELECTION?

•  If you think you may have one or more matters on 
your shareholder meeting ballot where the 
outcomes could turn out to be close or contentious

•  If investors are voting on one or more “material 
items” – like a merger, recapitalization or a bylaw 
change that requires shareholder approval

•  If you are planning to have a Virtual Meeting - 
where everything takes place in cyberspace

•  If you want to be sure that any firm or individual 
inspector that you and your board appoints has 
rigorous procedures in place – and actually follows 
them – and that the inspector(s) can stand up and 
be effectively counted on themselves if challenged

•  If you simply want to follow “best practices” when 
it comes to inspecting the election and certifying 
the final results…using Inspectors who are totally 
independent

If you have been following our recent articles 
on the razor-thin voting margins we have 
been witnessing of late - and our predictions 
in this issue that there will be many more such 
cases going forward - we think you will agree 
that a fresh new look at who your Inspectors 
of Election are is very much in order. 

Our former advice, that using company officers to serve 
as Inspectors is basically “OK” as long as there are no 
controversial issues on the ballot is not so OK these 
days, given the rising potential for unpleasant, last-
minute surprises and for situations that are “too-close-
to-call.” Here’s a quick test: If your employee-Inspector 
does not know the difference between a proxy card and 
a VIF, and can’t immediately summarize the “duties of 
the Inspector” - and explain exactly what they did to 
“inspect,” you are risking a major PR disaster.

Our former warnings that an employee of your proxy 
solicitor should never be appointed as the Inspector, 
given the clear conflicts of interest - is also more im-
portant to note than ever, as the number of razor-
thin margins seems certain to increase.

Lately, we have been seeing a surprising surge in the 
number of people - and firms - that have been putting 
themselves forward as Inspectors…but who would 
never pass our own sniff-test when it comes to their 
actual procedures, much less their real expertise.

So here’s our updated advice, and some articles on 
Inspectors where you would be wise to bone up before 
your 2018 shareholder meeting: Please think about 
having one or more expert and truly independent In-
spectors from our team as a part of your company’s 
own shareholder meeting team.

Visit our website to review “Questions and Answers about Inspectors of Election”... “What, Exactly Should In-
spectors Be Inspecting?”… “Who’s Counting Those Votes, Madam Chairman?”… our list of “Best Practices in 
Selecting and Appointing Inspectors of Election”, and to review the profiles of our current team of Inspectors.

To reserve an Inspector for the 2018 proxy season please call 
Team Manager Carl Hagberg at 732-778-5971 or email at 
cthagberg@cthagbergllc.com. And do please remember that 
April, May and June get booked-up mighty fast these days.

www.Inspectors-of-Election.com
SINCE 1992

Inspectors of Election: It’s Time to Take a Careful New Look at this 
Suddenly-Hot Issue 
Carl T. Hagberg, Team Manager at CT Hagberg Inspectors of Election
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Recently, Broadridge acquired Summit 
Financial. How does this acquisition fit into 
your overall offering?
With Summit, Broadridge can now create, design, print 
and file disclosure documents with the SEC as part of 
the existing workflow for an issuer’s annual meeting—in 
addition to any other type of compliance or capital mar-
kets transaction disclosures. This new capability is a key 
piece in our unique, end-
to-end solution.

Would you talk about 
your end-to-end 
solution and why 
this comprehensive 
type of solution 
matters today?
Whether you’re an investor relations professional, 
general counsel, corporate secretary or CFO, you’re 
running hard and finding it extraordinarily challeng-
ing to get everything done. The market continues to 
express a need for service providers with comprehen-
sive solutions that seamlessly work together for 
greater efficiency. 

That’s why clients turn to us for disclosure manage-
ment, proxy and annual meeting and transfer agency 
services. Instead of working with multiple service pro-
viders, shareholder services, legal and finance profes-
sionals can call their Broadridge representative, who 
will help get everything done. It’s all about simplifying, 
consolidating, and streamlining.

IR, legal and financial practitioners are 
increasingly pressed to maintain or decrease 
their budgets.  How can your solution deliver 
budget certainty?
Budget predictability is a major item on the corporate 
issuer wish list.  Our clients want us to create a budget 
estimate that furnishes certainty on what a project is 
going to cost. Because we provide a truly comprehen-

sive set of services, including the 
handling of the beneficial posi-
tions, we have insight into every 
aspect of the project. Therefore, 
we are in an ideal position to 
help our clients plan for the total 
cost of proxy processing which in 
turn enables them to optimize 
their spending.  

Would you describe how you help public 
companies engage with investors and 
measure the impact of this engagement?
With the recent increase in activism, we see the need 
for companies to engage retail shareholders as an of-
ten overlooked, but critical, success factor in driving 
up vote participation. Retail investors typically ac-
count for 30% of a company’s outstanding shares, yet 
in the early days of the 2017 proxy season only 29% of 
retail shares were voted versus around 91% of institu-
tional shares. When it comes to increasing retail par-
ticipation, understanding who your shareholders are 
and having an effective communications strategy are 
key. It’s absolutely clear that technology is changing 
how communications strategies are being developed.

STRIVING TO DELIVER 
GREATER CONVENIENCE 
AND CONTROL
AN INTERVIEW WITH BROADRIDGE

IN THE EARLY DAYS OF THE 2017 
PROXY SEASON ONLY 29% OF RETAIL 

SHARES WERE VOTED VERSUS AROUND 
91% OF INSTITUTIONAL SHARES

With issuers facing mounting pressures to optimize spending on shareholder communications 
and servicing programs, Broadridge is dedicated to finding ways to deliver convenience, and 
help clients reduce both effort and costs, with its end-to-end market solution. John Dunn, Vice 

President, Broadridge’s U.S. Corporate Issuer Sales, discusses what he believes is his company’s 
unique approach to providing cutting-edge capabilities coupled with personalized service.
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At Broadridge, we have a two-pronged communica-
tions strategy. 

•  First: data analysis, segmenting and targeting. 
Our access to a broad set of data allows us to ana-
lyze and segment shareholders, taking a more tar-
geted—and therefore more cost-effective—ap-
proach to communications. 

•  Second: tactics and strategy. We send select inves-
tors customized emails and full package mailings, 
while also using other tactics ranging from enhanced 
packaging to video, social media, and customized 
design. With some of these enhancements, our cli-
ents have, on average, experienced a 10-12% surge 
in shares voted.   

In the context of any annual meeting, the end goal 
is always the vote. With ProxyVote, we make it 
easy for any retail shareholder to vote with mini-
mal effort online, at their desktop or on their 
phone. We make it simple and convenient for com-
panies to stay on top of the vote status with our 
daily vote insights dashboard.

What opportunities are technologies such as 
blockchain and virtual shareholder meetings 
affording your clients?
In terms of corporate governance, blockchain tech-
nology has the potential to drive significant benefits 
for all participants in the process, including share-
holders, boards, corporate issuers, regulators, and 
broker-dealers. Within the proxy voting process itself, 
blockchain is poised to increase efficiency by reduc-
ing the complexity of the vote reconciliation process, 
while also enhancing information security via encryp-
tion. In addition, blockchain increases transparency 
for vote confirmation. 

In 2017, we successfully completed a blockchain pilot 
to enhance transparency in the global proxy voting 
process along with J.P. Morgan, Banco Santander, and 
Northern Trust. We will expand the proxy blockchain 
pilot to tabulate votes for US-based issuers in 2018. 

At the same time, we are investing in the virtual share-
holder meeting (VSM) technology to make the share-
holder and issuer experiences as compelling as possible. 
Broadridge, which pioneered VSMs as an alternative to 
traditional meetings in 2009, expects to help nearly 250 
companies host their annual meetings virtually on the 
Broadridge platform before the year ends. 

What is your philosophy around client 
services and relationship management?
We believe in meeting our clients where they are – 
this means offering online, in-person, and local sup-
port. We offer all issuers access to our portal so they 
can easily keep track of key campaign dates, tasks 
and voting results with a consolidated view of their 
beneficial and registered processing. The portal en-
ables our clients to interact with Broadridge any time 
and on any device. We are also continuing to enhance 
our client portal for companies that prefer to manage 
routine tasks themselves. Beyond that, though, each 
issuer has one point of contact, someone who is dedi-
cated to solving that issuer’s unique challenges, and 
we’ve put consultative salespeople in key regions to 
provide local support. 

When asked why we have dedicated so much time 
and money to building an end-to-end solution, I say: 
“It’s because the client really wants someone who can 
do all of these things.” But more than that, our end-
to-end solution is about great people and great tech-
nology delivering a great client experience.

JOHN DUNN
JOHN.DUNN@BROADRIDGE.COM
844-364-4966
BROADRIDGE.COM 
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WITH TACTICS SUCH AS ENHANCED 
PACKAGING OUR CLIENTS HAVE, ON 

AVERAGE, EXPERIENCED A 25-30% SURGE 
IN RETAIL ACCOUNTS VOTED
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Dear friends and colleagues,

We at Wells Fargo Shareowner Services are looking forward to 2018 with 
the closing of the sale of our business to Equiniti Group Plc, which is ex-
pected to occur during the first quarter. With so much excitement inside 
our walls and across the pond, we wanted to share with the industry some 
of our outlook for 2018.

As many of you know, Wells Fargo Bank entered into an agreement this past summer to sell to Equiniti its 
Wells Fargo Shareowner Services division, which I have led for many years.  Equiniti, which is based in the UK, 
is a leading provider of Share Registration Services, Employee Share Plans, Investment Services and Digital 
Services.  Equiniti has formed a new U.S. based company to succeed to our business.  This new U.S. entity is 
Equiniti Trust Company and we will be going by the name “EQ”. 

We are pleased to announce that the vast majority of our current team members will be moving with us when 
the sale closes. Our team is at the core of everything we do.  After the closing, I will serve as the CEO of EQ.  

Although we no longer will be owned by Wells Fargo Bank after the closing, we will enter into arrangements 
with the Bank whereby it will provide us with depository services, check clearing and trading.  I am pleased that 
Wells Fargo & Company will continue to use us as its transfer agent after the closing of the sale.  

Shortly after the transaction closes, we will begin to migrate shareholder records to a new Equiniti platform 
that is used to support Equiniti’s UK share registration business.  This platform currently is being updated 
for the U.S. market.  

I am pleased to report that the phone numbers, mailing addresses, and account numbers that you currently 
access or use will not change in connection with the transition to EQ.  In addition, we will continue to maintain 
relevant shareholder correspondence and related books and records. 

All of us are energized and excited about the many opportunities that lie ahead.  We look forward to discussing 
new product offerings and how we can continue to serve you and your shareholders.  

If you have questions with regard to the sale of Wells Fargo Shareowner Services to Equiniti, we would wel-
come your inquiry. 

With all my best wishes for the New Year, 

Todd J. May

A LETTER FROM

TODD MAY

TODD J. MAY
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, EQ
651-450-4056
TODD.J.MAY@EQ-US.COM
EQ | WWW.EQUINITI.COM
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Equiniti is a specialist outsourcer delivering technolo-
gy-enabled solutions to a wide range of organizations, 
including around 70 of the companies in the FTSE 100. 
Equiniti has, until now, been a predominantly UK-fo-
cussed company. On 12 July 2017, it was announced 
that the company planned to enter the U.S. market 
through the acquisition and integration of Wells Fargo’s 
Shareowner Services (WFSS) business. We speak to 
Equiniti’s Chief Executive, Guy Wakeley about this 
monumental development for the company. 

WHAT PROMPTED EQUINITI TO EXPLORE  
THE ACQUISITION?
Equiniti was formed by Lloyds Bank in 2007, and is 
proud of its 60-year heritage as Great Britain’s larg-
est share registrar, and 175 year history as the Gov-
ernment’s paymaster. Our strategy is to focus on de-
veloping service and technology in regulated markets, 
supplemented by strategic acquisitions to increase 
our capability and reach. In the last ten years we have 
been acquiring and integrating the best complemen-
tary businesses into our own. This allows us to pro-
vide existing and new customers with a diversified 
portfolio of products and services. We integrate these 
in new and innovative ways and in doing so we sim-
plify things for our clients who utilize us as an exter-
nal business provider. 

The opportunity to acquire WFSS was an exciting one 
to say the least! We are the UK’s leading provider of 
share registration and associated investor services, 
with market leading positions in the administration 

of employee share 
plans and other servic-
es. We have a robust position in the UK and we are in 
a good position to explore other ventures such as ex-
tending beyond the UK market. On first uncovering 
the Wells Fargo opportunity, I was really captivated 
by the possibility. 

IN WHAT WAY WERE YOU CAPTIVATED BY THE 
WELLS FARGO OPPORTUNITY?
I felt that Equiniti and WFSS had many similarities 
and that this could be a natural first step into global 
expansion for Equiniti. We are both leaders in our 
own shareowner markets: WFSS works with some of 
the greatest brands in the world and 15% of the NYSE 
and Equiniti has around 50% of the FTSE 100. Com-
bined, this gives us a strong position in the global 
shareowner and transfer market. 

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED SO FAR IN THE 
INTEGRATION OF THE WFSS BUSINESS  
INTO EQUINITI? 
I have learned to trust my instincts. From initial analy-
sis I considered the companies to be similar and I have 
learned that we are! We work well together because we 
share the same values and are both passionate about 
delivering fantastic service to shareowners. Because 
we are both experts in what we do, we are united in our 
understanding of the level of detail and discipline re-
quired to provide accurate and secure transfer agent 
services. This really is the very best starting point for 

TRANSFORMING U.S. 
SHAREOWNER SERVICES 
AND BEYOND

Guy Wakeley
Chief Executive Officer, Equiniti plc
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the formal integration; with the WFSS team members 
coming on-board during Q1 of 2018. 

The integration team, which is made up of key staff 
from both the UK and the U.S. have been working 
around the clock on the migration of the business to 
our platform for both shareowners and employees. 
Our staff has had an immersive experience to under-
stand how the respective markets operate and how 
our operating models work within these contexts. A 
massive amount has been learned by our team to: 
understand the task, capture the complex require-
ments, and to mobilize our new business. 

HOW DO YOU SEE THE NEW VENTURE,  
GOING FORWARD?
The newly formed business is called Equiniti Trust 
Company and will be known as “EQ”. The U.S. busi-
ness will sit at the very heart of our group and it will 
be nurtured for some time yet. I am pleased that some 
things will be staying the same. We will be retaining 
the same wonderful staff who will continue operating 
from the same Mendota Heights, MN locations with 
the same high quality of management. 

We have a vision, so of course there is much we can do to 
help grow the U.S. business. I’ll give you three examples:

Our registration platform, Sirius, was built by our 
own IT specialists for our own purpose. It has been 
developed continuously. The U.S. team will benefit 
from this platform as we migrate the customers in a 
thoughtful, prudent way. This technology will allow 
the team to process real time with less system com-
plexities allowing it to focus on serving its customers 
and their shareholders.

Secondly, we will be able to offer more to existing and 
new clients alike, just as we do in the UK. With our 
diverse products and services, we can help the U.S. 
clients with their end-to-end business processes. A 
client migration program is underway. To move cli-
ents onto Sirius, we are working with clients on an 
individual basis. Once onto Sirius, clients will have 
access to a real-time, online system with faster pro-
cessing and improved reporting. Equally, shareown-
ers will have access to real-time information on their 
holdings and greater ability to self-serve.

Thirdly, this is the start of a very real world-wide pres-
ence for Equiniti. Beyond the U.S. and the UK market 

we are building our global capabilities to extend our 
reach. Our clients and their customers will all benefit 
from this expansion. Together we form an interna-
tional business looking after 33 million shareowners 
with unrivalled global connectivity, operational scale, 
and digital services with expertise in the UK and U.S.

These are exciting times and we are at the forefront of 
technological advances that will help develop share-
owner, transfer, and other business services. 

WHAT KIND OF TECHNOLOGY ARE YOU 
INTERESTED IN/ LOOKING INTO?
There are so many so I will detail just a few. We are 
developing our Blockchain capabilities. As a secure 
and distributed ledger, this technology holds such 
strong possibilities for shareowner and transfer ser-
vices. We are also excited about how gamification 
could help to motivate and engage a millennial audi-
ence. We have been using Augmented Reality tech-
nology for communications with some of our clients’ 
employees and this has proven very popular and en-
gaging. There is so much more we can do along these 
lines to help bring investments to life. 

WHAT DO YOU EXPECT FROM YOUR OWN 
PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT IN THE  
U.S. BUSINESS? 
Closely involved in the development of the U.S. busi-
ness, I will be supporting our new U.S. colleagues and 
infrastructure. Across the group, I like to be involved 
in the business at all levels. For example, in the UK, 
team members can email me directly if there is a 
question they’d like me to answer. In addition, I will 
also be supporting the development of platform and 
product solutions to empower digital channels for 
public share ownership.

Many visits to the States are planned and in addition 
to visiting our offices in Mendota Heights, MN, I am 
looking forward to spending time in our newly estab-
lished headquarters in New York.

I will serve as the President of Equiniti Trust Com-
pany, alongside Todd May who will serve as Chief 
Executive Officer.

EQUINITI.COM
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Carl: This past proxy season was a very busy one 
for you. Your company was tabulator in a wide 
range of corporate events, including a couple 
of closely fought proxy contests that drew 
widespread public attention. The voting process 
is a costly one, whether or not there’s hostility 
involved. I’m hoping you can look back on the 
experiences you had and identify some ways in 
which a canny manager might streamline his or 
her company’s voting process, by eliminating 
inefficiencies or, at least, by exercising a 
greater measure of control.   

Ellen: Something that occurs im-
mediately to me is the substantial 
part that paper still has in the vot-
ing process, despite the big general 
move to electronic vote delivery 
that has taken place in recent years, 
coupled with use of the internet for document host-
ing. This applies not only to public companies but to 
credit unions, S&L’s and various associations of one 
type and another whose members are called upon to 
vote on occasion.

As a tabulator, whose job is to help orchestrate all 
components of a given entity’s voting strategy, I’d say 
that many companies and organizations still have a 

long way to go in order to optimize the savings inher-
ent in paper reduction. You may have noticed that I 
use the word “reduction” rather than “elimination”. 
That’s because I feel I’m treading on thin ice. I believe 
paper is still vital in many situations and that it can’t 
be abandoned willy nilly. There’s a danger of throw-
ing out the baby with the bath water, so to speak.

Carl: I take it you have demographic issues  
in mind.

Ellen: Yes, that’s so. As costly as 
paper components are they pro-
vide an option that’s popular with 
certain demographic groups. And 
any change that goes against in-
grained preferences carries with it 
an element of risk.  How simple it 
would be if all companies could 
institute a blanket ban on paper, 

without the prospect of losing votes that could make 
a difference when the chips are down.

An intimate understanding of the relevant audience 
is a prime responsibility of anyone who has overall 
direction of a voting process.  Guided by such under-
standing, judicious ways can often be found to reduce 
the role of paper, even if paper can’t be eliminated 
across the board.

THE OPTIMIZER’S EDITOR IN CHIEF INTERVIEWS ELLEN PHILIPOF ELLEN PHILIP ASSOCIATES

The Ellen Philip Associates team with over 140 years of combined 
industry expertise:  Cal Donly and Ellen Philip (foreground), Rose Da 
Silva, Bill Grisi, Myrna Gutierrez and Bill Baumann (l-r)

WITH US, IT’S NOT  
“ONE SIZE FITS ALL”
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Carl: What sort of things are you thinking of?

Ellen: Well, if you’ve pushed the e-consent process 
as far as you think you can with shareholders in gen-
eral, you might take a look at the number of partici-
pants in your employee plans, 
and consider how a similar 
process might be applied to 
them. At least one company I 
know of –  a client for many 
years –  has done this, and the 
effort has paid off well.

In the files we receive from 
this company for employee-
plan voting, in addition to the 
usual field for physical ad-
dress, is an e-mail address 
field. Having an e-mail address 
for a substantial portion of the eligible voters in a file 
opens an array of options when it comes to strategies 
to reduce paper-related costs. This is to say nothing 
of the higher level of accuracy that’s inherent in elec-
tronic vote delivery. 

In the normal course of a proxy season we handle a 
large number of files for employee-plan voting, but, 
other than in the case I’ve just mentioned, I can’t 
think of another instance in which e-mail addresses 
are collected and given to us as standard practice. 
That’s why I believe a big trove of paper-reduction 
savings is still out there, waiting to be tapped.

I’d like to touch on another aspect of what we do for 
the client I’ve been speaking of. It’s something based 
on a different idea, one that’s saved any amount of 
money and could be more widely applied. Let’s say, 
like the company I’m using as an example, you have 
nine employee plans. Let’s say, also, that some em-
ployees are participants in all nine plans, and that, for 
the others, plan distribution ranges from one to eight.

So how do you organize the voting process? A sepa-
rate instruction form and associated document set 
for each of the nine plans? A separate vote on each 
plan? Think of all the work involved in nine job 
streams. Think of costs. Think of the burden that 
duplicated effort throws on participants, even the 
ones who go electronic. Think of the piles of paper, 
back and forth, for those who don’t go electronic.

One key factor in the strategy we developed was a le-

gal ruling within the company: that a single vote 
would be applicable to all plans in which any indi-
vidual participated.  Another key factor was our abil-
ity to adapt systems and procedures to a unique work 
flow, centered on a specially designed instruction 

form that presented, for each 
individual, only the informa-
tion relating to the plan or 
plans he or she had a stake in.

Carl: Let’s talk a bit about 
proxy fights and the part 
you’ve played in them. During 
this past proxy season, both 
sides in two of the most hotly 
contested proxy battles chose 
your company as tabulator for 
the internet and phone votes. 
Given the amount of hostility 

and partisanship that was in the air such an 
arrangement might seem a little strange. I think 
our readers would be interested to know what 
induced the parties to bury the hatchet as far as 
a tabulator was concerned. 

Ellen: Yes, it might well seem a little strange until 
you understand the logic behind it.

As you well know, the final step in any proxy fight is a 
reconciliation process, given that shareholders are 
free to change their minds and to vote as often as they 
please, up until the point where voting is cut off.  As 
events move along, through multiple appeals, multiple 
e-mail blasts, multiple mailings, their allegiance might 
shift from the blue card, say, to the gold card – and 
perhaps even back again. No matter how many times 
they vote, though, it’s only their last vote that counts. 
And that’s the rub. Did a given shareholder’s LAST 
vote favor the gold card or the blue card?

The reconciliation is to determine where every eligible 
shareholder’s last vote fell. In the case of votes cast 
electronically, file handling and programming could 
be both time-consuming and tricky. Comparing pa-
per ballots, which have to be manually sorted by date 
for both sides, is still an absolute nightmare, even 
though paper levels are not what they were in the 
days many of us can recall.

The situation is radically different if, when polls close, 
ALL relevant data, for both sides, is in the mind of a 
single computer. In that case all you need do is press 

“HAVING AN EMAIL ADDRESS 
FOR A SUBSTANTIAL PORTION 
OF THE ELIGIBLE VOTERS IN 
A FILE OPENS AN ARRAY OF 
OPTIONS WHEN IT COMES 

TO STRATEGIES TO REDUCE 
PAPER-RELATED COSTS.”
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a button, so to speak, and you have your tabulations, 
fully reconciled. It takes no more than a few seconds. 
That means there’s a tremendous saving in both time 
and money, not to mention greater accuracy. And 
that’s why it makes sense for both sides in a proxy 
contest to use the same independent tabulator for 
internet and phone voting and, ideally, to reconcile 
the paper proxies that were collected by both sides.

Carl: Something that strikes me is that your company 
has a clout in the marketplace that outweighs 
its size and apparent fighting weight. What 
would you say accounts for this?

Ellen: Being a small company and operating on a 
modest scale is not in all respects a negative. In some 
respects it’s decidedly positive, and this is the case 
with us. When we sit down with a client to discuss a 
strategy to deal with a given set of circumstances, for 
instance, we don’t have to concern ourselves with 
how whatever we commit ourselves to will affect a 
zillion other clients. 

The systems and procedures we put in place for one 
client have no impact whatever on the systems and 
procedures we’ve set up for another. With us it’s not 
“one size fits all”.  True enough, in a certain way, this 
could be viewed as inefficiency. But, if it is ineffi-
ciency, it’s inefficiency we’re prepared to accept, be-
cause of the flexibility it gives us in return. It enables 
us to say “yes” in any number of instances where the 
usual answer has to be “no”.

Apart from all this there’s the richly seasoned team of 
people we have to shepherd each project through the 
processes that tie in with tabulation. They’re a small, 
compact, dedicated bunch whose experience on the 
job combines to a total of 140 years. Their knowhow, 
energy and dedication have made us quick off the 
mark. And without them we could not, in almost 40 
years, have built the reputation we have for doing 
what we say we’ll do. 

DATA MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
(212) 807-0477 
WWW.ELLENPHILIP.COM

Hyatt Regency 
Newport Beach

1107 Jamboree Road 
Newport Beach, CA 92660

BE SURE TO 
DOWNLOAD THE 
SSA MOBILE APP!

YOU’RE INVITED TO ATTEND THE
SSA 2018 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

CONTACT THE SSA TODAY! 1-888- 574-3288 OR INFO@SHAREHOLDERSERVICES.ORG

Tuesday, July 17 – Thursday, July 19
Hyatt Regency: Newport Beach, CA

THE SSA IS THE PREMIER ASSOCIATION 
FOR SHAREHOLDER SERVICES 
INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS.
Whether you are new to the industry, a seasoned professional 
or someone who has multiple responsibilities, the SSA offers 
education and networking opportunities to help you succeed.

Hotel rooms are available at the Hyatt Regency - Newport Beach for $199 per 
night, plus tax. The discounted SSA rate will expire on June 15, 2018 or until 
our block of rooms sells out.
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BY ERWIN GROENENDAL OF TANGELO SOFTWARE

Proxy statements, in and of themselves, are nothing 
new. For decades, the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) has required listed companies to 
file proxy statements in advance of annual share-
holder meetings.  

And yet, this seemingly unassuming document has 
taken on a new life over the last few years. Thanks to 
new technology, greater calls for transparency, and 
renewed emphasis on shareholder engagement, proxy 
statements have become a vital channel for American 
companies to reach analysts and investors.

Additionally, companies increasingly want to share 
information in more vivid presentations, to connect 
with shareholders visually, and to give a positive im-
pression of the brand. In turn, shareholders increas-
ingly demand greater transparency, especially regard-
ing executive compensation, board diversity, and 
shareholder proposals. 

These pressures led to more structured, stylized proxy 
statements with more thorough discussions of share-
holders’ concerns. It also led to the introduction of 
more complex charts, graphs, and other elements to 
aid communication and explanation; for example, 
these stylized proxies often include a summary with 
helpful graphics in the first section. 

But there can be some limitations to style and graphics 
on PDF and EDGAR, an HTML-based format required 
by the SEC. So, as a result, companies have started to 
explore producing not only the mandated PDF and ED-
GAR formats, but also new interactive “microsites” – a 
stand-alone website version of the proxy statement.

THE TRADITIONAL WAY OF CREATING  
PROXY STATEMENTS
Traditionally, a company would send the completed 
proxy statement content to a service provider like a 

financial printer or filing agent. That provider will 
typeset the document—often using a generic template 
with the company’s colors as the only source of brand-
ing—and then go through rapid-fire, back-and-forth 
communications to get a finalized version. Often, this 
process has to be completed in a very short timeframe. 
It’s understandably frustrating. 

Once the PDF is finalized, that same service provider 
or a separate vendor will create the EDGAR version of 
the proxy statement, taking even more time. 

THE RISE IN “MICROSITES”
“Microsites” are the next natural step in the evolution 
of proxy statements. Instead of a mostly-static PDF, 
microsites offer all the content of a proxy statement in 
an intuitive, responsive, and well-designed web expe-
rience. With microsites, companies can throw more 
light on the exact areas where shareholders want to 
see more transparency: board diversity, executive 
compensation, and performance. 

In this new format, the summary sections of last-gen-
eration PDF proxies have been transposed to the web 
as a natural home page that kick-starts the microsite 
experience, often featuring dynamic graphics and even 
video messages from the Chairman and/or CEO. 

Before proper microsites, some larger service provid-
ers started offering so-called “enhanced” online proxy 
statements. (In truth, these were just PDFs presented 
online with a few flipbook-style navigation controls, so 
they weren’t that innovative and were overall limited.)

Microsites represent a meaningful improvement over 
PDF-based experiences: they’re mobile-friendly, easy 
to use, and offer far greater features. First introduced 
by iiWisdom (recently acquired by ISS) as “interactive 
online proxy statements,” microsites are the most ac-
cessible way to reach shareholders—they also lend 

CREATING THREE DIFFERENT  
PROXY STATEMENT FORMATS FROM AN 
INNOVATIVE, SINGLE SOURCE APPROACH
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themselves nicely to a wide range of emerging devel-
opments in investor relations like online voting and 
virtual meetings. 

TRANSFORMING THE PROXY STATEMENT 
CREATION PROCESS 
But even though the environment of proxy statements 
has changed, the process of creating really hasn’t 
changed for many. 

Creating a microsite on top of the PDF and EDGAR 
formats involves going to yet another service provider 
to create the interactive online version. While this 
works, it does involve a second source and a separate 
process—eating up extra time and resources. 

Tangelo enables companies to create all three ver-
sions—PDF, EDGAR, and microsite—from a single 
source. What’s more, our software also allows you to 
collaboratively create all three versions in-house. 
Companies save time and money—and are empow-
ered to be in control of the production process from 
beginning to end. 

For years, the Tangelo software has been used to col-
laboratively create PDF and online microsite-style 
annual reports from a single source. Now that the 
proxy statement has evolved to include a new format, 
it’s the perfect solution for the creation process.

SIMPLIFYING THE PROCESS EVEN MORE
Tangelo also offers a hybrid engagement model. In this 
model, Tangelo could create, or migrate, your proxy 
statement from the previous year, giving you the jump-
ing off point to update new data and include additional 
materials for the new year. Updating the numbers is 
easy; just upload a new version of the linked Excel sheet 
and our program will sync the document.

Better yet, Tangelo could help out by inputting con-
tent into the platform or making changes overnight 
when you don’t have the time. You can do it yourself, 
but you’re not alone.

ERWIN GROENENDAL
ERWIN.GROENENDAL@
TANGELO-SOFTWARE.COM

Add the missing piece to your career!

To learn more about the Shareholder Services 
Professional Certificate Program or to join the SSA,  
visit www.shareholderservices.org, call 888-574-3288 
or email us at info@shareholderservices.org.

SSA Professional Certificate Program 
The Shareholder Services Professional Certificate Program is the 
only specialized program for the Shareholder Services industry.
Required areas of knowledge include:

•	 Unclaimed Property & Escheatment
•	 Regulatory Environment
•	 Corporate Actions
•	 Operations
•	 Administration & Contracts
•	 Effective	Communications	&	Best	Practices
•	 Stock Plan Administration
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PUT A SINGLE PERSON IN OVERALL CHARGE OF YOUR ONGOING OPTIMIZING EFFORTS:  
A huge number of skill-sets, and people, are needed to manage a company’s overall approach to 
investors - legal and corporate governance experts, IR, PR and Corporate Communications experts 
and service providers who will do the heavy lifting once your plans are set... No single person can 
possibly have expertise in all of these areas - but do remember that, as the old saying goes, ”if you 
can’t measure it, and benchmark it, you cannot manage it.” And if it is not someone’s job to oversee 
all this, it will turn out to be no one’s job…and it won’t get done. We say, “If your company does not 
have a full-time Director of shareholder relations, whose job it is to work toward optimizing all you 
spending on investors, you will never be able to grab that golden ring…so get on it!”

MAKE SURE YOUR ENTIRE TEAM FULLY UNDERSTANDS YOUR COMPANY’S INVESTOR BASE; 
Exactly who your investors are, what percentage of your shares they hold - individually, in the case 
of your largest investors - and as a “group” with similar goals and voting inclinations - and what 
their most important “hot buttons” are. Without this information (which can often change in a 
heartbeat, please remember) you are bound to underspend on your most important constituents, 
overspend on the least important ones and, most serious of all, lose the keen focus that is required 
to communicate effectively with each important subset - and maybe lose on key proxy voting areas.

MAKE SURE THAT ALL OF THE ADVISORS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS YOUR COMPANY USES 
ARE TOP-EXPERTS IN THEIR FIELD…and, especially important, that the people who are assigned 
to your account are at the top of their game, have the time and influence within their company to 
work effectively on your behalf, that they will continually bring you new ideas…and will continually 
show you ways to optimize your spending.

CONSIDER OUR “RFP-LITE” PROCESS TO BE SURE YOUR SERVICE PROVIDERS ARE AT 
THE TOP OF THEIR GAME AND THAT YOUR COMPANY IS GETTING THE BEST VALUE-FOR-
MONEY YOU CAN POSSIBLY OBTAIN. You don’t need a 100-page questionnaire and a 250 page 
response to conduct a quick and effective survey of the service-provider universe. There’s an article 
about RFP-Lite on our website, along with numerous articles on how to evaluate key providers of 
corporate and shareholder services.

START YOUR ENGINES EARLY WHEN IT COMES TO DEVELOPING YOUR PLANS AND PRO-
GRAMS, EVALUATING ADVISORS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS AND “REACHING OUT” TO 
INVESTORS OF EVERY STRIPE: It takes time to develop and launch carefully thought-out and 
carefully executed programs that will truly optimize your efforts. Be sure to remember that you 
need to reach out to institutional investors well before the busy meeting-season kicks in - like in the 
fall or early winter if you expect them to have time for you and to welcome your outreach. As to 
your retail investors, bear in mind that it takes time as well as effort for effective programs to get 
out the retail vote to take effect and, ideally, to get retail investors back into a habit of voting. Most 
companies also need to spend more time and effort to optimize the number of serious retail inves-
tors they have…and to minimize the number of costly hangers-on.

OUR TOP-FIVE TIPS 
FOR OPTIMIZING THE MONEY YOU SPEND ON INVESTORS

1

2

3

4

5
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IN THIS ISSUE
A FOCUS ON PRE-MEETING PREP

MORE “RAZOR-THIN VOTING 
MARGINS” THAN EVER AT 2018 
SHAREHOLDER MEETINGS: WE 
EXPLAIN WHY… and offer…
OUR TOP FIVE TIPS TO WIDEN THE 
MARGIN OF VICTORY IN CLOSE 
CONTESTS
EVER THINK ABOUT A “TIED VOTE”…
OR “TOO CLOSE TO CALL?”
MISGUIDED SEC “GUIDANCE” ON 
NO-ACTION LETTERS - AND ON 
ALLOWING NON-SHAREHOLDERS TO 
SUBMIT SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS 
AS PROXIES: TIME FOR SOME TOUGH 
TALK, WE SAY
AN UPDATE ON VIRTUAL 
SHAREHOLDER MEETINGS: A GREAT 
THING, BUT LOOK CAREFULLY BEFORE 
YOU LEAP
DOES YOUR COMPANY PROVIDE FOR 
“CONFIDENTIAL VOTING?”     TIME FOR 
A LOOK UNDER THE HOOD, WE SAY
OUT OF OUR IN-BOX: “ZOMBIES” AT 
YOUR SHAREHOLDER MEETING?? 
SHOCKING FACTS DIRECT FROM 
DIRECTORS…and A NIFTY 
CROWDFUNDING E-MAIL and OH, 
THOSE TRANSFER AGENTS!
ELSEWHERE ON THE SUPPLIER SCENE
PEOPLE
REGULATORY NOTES…AND COMMENT
WATCHING THE WEB

The 2017 Annual Meeting Season saw an unprecedented number of elections 
that were decided by razor-thin margins. In mid-2017, for example, we 
reported that at one of the shareholder meetings your editor and his business 
partner inspected, one of the six shareholder proposals received 49.85% of the 
votes cast while the company-favored votes against garnered 50.15% - a difference 
of just 8-million-odd votes out of 2.75 billion that were cast on the matter - or a 
mere three-tenths of one-percent of the votes cast. Put the way a smart Inspector 
should put it, if just 4-million-odd votes were erroneously recorded as against 
instead of for, the vote would go the other way.     

Then came the P&G fiasco, where first, P&G claimed victory over the 
dissident director candidate, Nelson Peltz by a 6.15 million vote margin, 
or a mere 0.2% of the votes cast. But then, after a “recount,” the Inspectors 
of Election proclaimed that Peltz was the winner - by an unbelievably 
small 42,780 votes - an astonishing margin of 0.0016% out of roughly 2 
billion votes cast!

But then, after a recount of the recounted proxies (!) some 500,000 votes 
for the management slate turned up - somehow, somewhere - leaving 
Peltz behind again, the Inspectors said, by a bigger but still miniscule 
margin of 0.02%.

Given the earlier vote counting and reporting efforts, the three sets of numbers 
reported, and using a “reasonable” margin of error - where, clearly there 
were more than a few errors, this was statistically a tie, any way you slice it. 
And, come the end, P&G decided to seat Peltz after all - after spending over 
$100 million, Peltz estimated, to deny him a seat! What a mess!

HELPING PUBLIC COMPANIES—AND THEIR SUPPLIERS—DELIVER BETTER AND MORE COST-EFFECTIVE PROGRAMS
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NOW IN OUR 25th YEAR!

OPTI M I Z E R
T H E  S H A R E H O L D E R  S E R V I C E

WITH “DIVERSITY” AND ESG ISSUES, AND 
MAYBE SAYS-ON-PAY COMING TO THE 

FOREFRONT AT SHAREHOLDER MEETINGS IN 
2018, WE PREDICT MORE “RAZOR-THIN VOTING 

MARGINS” THAN EVER 
WE EXPLAIN WHY - AND WHAT YOU NEED TO BE 

DOING NOW

cont’d
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IN 2018 WE ARE PREDICTING THAT MORE VOTES 
THAN EVER WILL BE DECIDED BY RAZOR-THIN 

MARGINS LIKE THESE: HERE’S WHY…
The biggest factor is that the pool of actual voters has been 
shrinking steadily, every year:  While most companies still 
report quorums of 80% or more, very often there are 30% 
or more “Broker Non Votes” in the number - i.e., votes 
that brokers cast for non-routine items, like the ratification 
of auditors, but are not allowed to cast for the election of 
directors - or for Say On Pay ratification - or on shareholder 
proposals - without specific customer instructions. 

The number of BNVs has been creeping steadily higher 
each year, as individual investors have clearly lost interest 
in most corporate elections. But even more noticeable has 
been a slow but steady increase in abstentions - where retail 
investors either do not have time to study non-routine 
proposals - or, in many cases, simply don’t give a hoot. 

So, bottom line, your 80% quorum often drops to 50-60% of 
the actual voting power thanks to BNVs and Abstentions…
And…hello…when you’re at 50%, a very close 50:50 split 
on non-routine items is often a near certainty. (If you’re at 
60% you are typically in deep doo-doo, since the majority of 
voters will likely be institutions - who always vote - and who 
are a lot more likely than retail investors to vote for proposals 
the company opposes.)

There is another big factor at work these days, and that 
is what we perceive to be a steady and inexorable shift in 
retail-shareholder demographics - that bodes ill both for 
company-sponsored and company-opposed measures: 
Those old-fashioned Moms and Pops of yesteryear, who 
used to vote faithfully, and exclusively with management, are 
fast being supplanted by more modern-thinking folk - all of 
whom are much more skeptical of big business, much more 

favorably disposed to ESG issues - and much more skeptical 
about big Executive Comp too.

So what’s a smart corporate citizen to do these days to 
‘prepare for the worst?’ 

First, of course, is to very carefully try to ‘handicap’ the 
results as far in advance as possible -and to use experts to 
help you do it - AND to help you craft your corporate “story” 
and execute your investor outreach programs successfully. 
Treating this as a “do it yourself project” rarely produces the 
results you want to have.

Next, as we’ve said again and again…more often than 
not, these days, the retail investor vote is your only way, 
statistically, to turn the tide in your favor. That will take 
careful planning and messaging - fresh and more creative 
efforts - and ample time to execute.

Corporate citizens also need to be paying a lot of added 
attention to who, exactly, is tabulating the vote; how good, 
and how auditable their systems are - how good they are at 
helping you track voting, and to spot potentially troublesome 
trends early on - and allow you to take quick and effective 
follow-up actions if needed. Most important perhaps, is 
whether their systems are designed to make it quick and 
easy for investors - and especially those employee plan and 
retail folks - to cast their votes.

Last but far from least, corporate citizens need to be paying a 
lot more attention to their Inspectors of Election these days: 
Do they have good and well-documented, well-designed 
systems and procedures in place to “inspect,” double-check 
and certify the final results? Do they have adequate backup 
resources at their disposal? Can they, as individuals, stand 
up to challenges - and respond to them quickly, effectively…
and accurately? And, following the P&G fiasco, “Do they 
know what they are doing…and do they have the methods 
and the tools to do it right?”    

OUR TOP FIVE PRACTICAL TIPS TO WIDEN THE MARGIN OF VICTORY IN 
CLOSE CONTESTS

1. Start with a rigorous, numbers-oriented analysis 
of your company’s shareholder base - ninety days 
before the record date, and again, as of the record 
date. Very often, after reviewing only your top 20 
shareholders - and their traditional voting habits on 
the items on your agenda - you will be shocked to 
realize how very hard you may have to work to get 
your own proposals to pass - or to defeat proposals 

you oppose - and how important it will be to start 
reaching-out to institutional investors ASAP.

2. Make sure you have accurately accounted for 
your “retail investor base.” Many companies 
mistakenly think the entire CEDE position is 
composed of “institutional investors” when, in 
reality, virtually all of the positions at brokers 
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represent retail investors. The larger your company 
is, the larger your institutional investor population 
tends to be - but roughly half of all companies still 
have 50% or more shares held by retail investors. 
And even mega-cap companies that are in “retail 
businesses” - like consumer products companies, 
and gas and electric utilities - typically have 
30% - 40% or more of their shares held by retail 
investors. Be especially sure that your mailing 
programs do not “stratify out” the bigger and the 
steadier voters.

3. Recognize early that if you have 30% or more of 
your shares held by retail investors, you will almost 
always have to make “special efforts” to get them 
to cast their votes - but that “at the margins” they 
can make a very appreciable 4%-6% difference 
in your favor. In many cases this is your only shot 
at turning the tide! There are several articles on 
our website that describe things that work well 
to increase the retail vote - and things that don’t 
work, or worse, that can backfire if executed 
poorly - like those last-minute, mid-evening calls 
from high-pressure proxy-chasers…And please 
note well; all of the effective “special efforts” take 
careful planning, effort,  and TIME in order to work.

4. Accordingly, start tracking the retail and 
institutional investor voting patterns as soon as 
Broadridge issues its first report on the voting: 
Ask yourself every day if any unexpected trends 
are apparent. Most times, if you have done step-

one correctly, you can pretty much predict the 
institutional vote, even though most such votes 
won’t be cast until the evening before your 
meeting. But if any of the unfavorable votes are 
higher than expected in the “early returns” you 
need to raise your awareness level at once.  Most 
of the individual investors who actually vote, 
please note, tend to cast their votes in the first 
15 days after the mailing date. So if the retail 
vote looks lower than usual - or if there is an 
unexpectedly high percentage of unfavorable 
votes on one or more items - you need to spring 
into action right away. Sometimes you may find 
that mailings to employee investors, or to classes 
of stock that have voting rights on some or all 
matters were not made. Other times a “reminder 
mailing” may be urgently needed. Either way, time 
is of the essence.

5. Most important to note, it is almost never too late 
to reach out to institutional investors who you fear 
may be voting against you on some matters, or that 
still might be on the fence - and, as noted above, 
the earlier the better. Every year we see a half-
dozen companies who handle this successfully: 
Tell them about your concerns, and ask if they 
would consider, or reconsider voting in your favor 
- and give them a decent rationale for doing so, of 
course. But only do this if you have reached out to 
them and developed some kind of relationship with 
them earlier: If not, you will anger them big-time, 
and harden rather than soften their resolve.  

EVER THINK ABOUT A TIED VOTE? OR OF WHAT TO SAY AND DO IF SOME 
RESULTS SEEM “TOO CLOSE TO CALL?”…VERY SMART TO DO SO THESE DAYS

Your editor and his team of Inspectors of Elections had 
another interesting experience in 2017 - an election at a 
Professional Association where there were 28 candidates, all 
very prominent in their profession, for thirteen open seats.

Three days before the meeting, there were three votes 
separating the 13th and 14th candidates, and the fifteenth 
biggest vote-getter was just six votes behind number 13. 
Although we had raised the possibility of a tie vote early on, 
the GC assured us that “it will never happen.” Now, even he 
was not so sure. 

“So what is your plan in the event of a tie?” we asked him. 
“In that event I will be right up there on stage with you,” he 
replied. “But what will you say?” we prodded… “I’ll let you 
know tomorrow,” he said, clearly hoping that the problem 
would resolve itself in the last minute voting.

We ourselves could come up with only three possible 
solutions: Ideally, the Board could be expanded by one 
member, to accommodate the 14th candidate…But no, a 
change in the Bylaws would be required, and that would 
require a vote of its own. There was a possibility, we offered, 
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that one of the members in attendance might be able to 
break a tie before the meeting convened - by revoking his 
or her vote on the 14th vote-getter. But this made us all 
uncomfortable from a good-governance perspective, and it 
would be a very “sticky” thing to engineer indeed. So a run-
off election seemed to be the only viable alternative - and that 
would take a lot more money - and time - to accomplish…
And, ouch again, it would be very uncomfortable, for sure, 
for the two tied candidates who would likely be in the room.

Fortunately, on the very day of the meeting, the tie was 
broken and the number-15 vote getter fell even further 
behind, so problem solved for the time being.

Shortly thereafter, as noted above, after much thrashing 
about, the P&G election resulted in what could only be 
described as a statistical tie. And here, the only reasonable 
option was to seat the dissident director, where fortunately, 
there was room to expand the board to accommodate both 
him and the candidate he’d statistically tied with. 

Soon after, came an election in Virginia, where first, after a 
formal review and challenge period, the winning candidate, 
who’d been behind in the count beforehand, was declared 
the winner by one vote! Then, a vote that had been judged 
invalid because boxes for both candidates had been marked, 
was ruled to be valid after all, by a three-judge panel - which 
interpreted a slash mark through one name as a vote-no - 
turning it back into a tie again. The winner’s name was then 
scheduled to be drawn from a bowl…and went against the 
original winner. Hmmm, thought we; perhaps that would 
have been a good solution at the Association Meeting if it 
ended in a tie…but given the horrible “optics” we thought 

not. And guess what... an appeal of the lottery-drawing in 
Virginia will likely be appealed.

Unless there is a proxy contest, votes for Directors will 
rarely if ever end in a true tie. But clearly, all the stories 
above indicate an increasing and increasingly narrow 
“polarization” of voters on many subjects - and how hard 
it is to predict many of the outcomes these days -and how 
likely it is these days for proposals to end in what seems to 
be a “statistical tie.”. 

So readers, what is your plan if there is a literally tied - or 
a “statistically tied” vote? What, if anything, should you do 
and say if the voting is a 51:49 split - or a 55:45 split? 

For starters, make sure that you are reporting the numbers 
- and the percentages correctly before saying a thing. You 
might also wish to bone-up now - by reviewing our Primer 
on Tabulating and Reporting the Vote - which has a few 
pointers on what to say at the meeting if voting outcomes 
are uncomfortably close - and our article on a 2017 close 
call that explains what to do next.

One last thing…many companies have been noting that 
“80% is the old 50%” on proxy voting items…and that if 
you do not have a 20% or 30% margin in your favor, you 
may have to meet the minority voters at least halfway, 
if not more. 

Check out www.OptimizerOnline.com articles “Our 
Newly Revised Primer on Tabulation and Reporting 
Shareholder Meeting Votes” and “An 8-Million-Vote 
Margin on 2.75 Billion Votes Cast”.

MISGUIDED SEC “GUIDANCE” ON NO-ACTION LETTERS - AND ON ALLOWING 
NON-SHAREHOLDERS TO SUBMIT SHAREHOLDER PROPOSALS AS “PROXIES”: 

TIME FOR SOME TOUGH TALK, WE SAY
Your editors seem to be the only people on earth who feel that 
the recent SEC staff “Guidance” on No-Action letters - and 
on the ability of non-shareholders to submit “shareholder 
proposals” by proxy, is totally misguided.

For as long as anyone can remember, public companies 
have been free, under SEC rules, to exclude any shareholder 
proposals that bear on “the ordinary business of the 
company” - or that are “immaterial” to the overall business 
of the company in the big scheme of things.

But now - out of the blue, and at a time when corporate 
directors, and many governance experts too, are 
bemoaning the ever-increasing workload of being a 
director - which has only been exacerbated by fears that a 
failure to micro-manage sufficiently will bring criticism, 
and maybe even new liabilities - here’s the SEC staff 
calling on Boards to form committees, or subcommittees, 
to study, and pass upon proposals that most sensible 
people would consider to be “ordinary business matters” 
- or - “immaterial” - on their face!
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And lots of lawyers, and outside advisors are publishing 
guidance of their own, on how best to cope with this sudden 
raising of the bar when it comes to getting a no-action letter. 
But the real problem, in our book, is with the misguided 
SEC guidance.

Sure, there are some cases where there may be “a difficult 
judgment call” as SEC staff noted. But most corporate 
people, and their legal advisors too, are well aware of several 
landmark cases, where shareholder proposals were deemed 
to transcend the ordinary-business and economic materiality 
aspects. And they are smart enough, and politically savvy 
enough, in our book, to run “difficult proposals” by the 
board if they want to exclude them from the ballot. But to 
run each and every shareholder proposal by the Board - or 
a Board committee in order to get a No Action letter is just 
plain stupid - and a wasteful use of Board members’ time 
and attention.

We like the way that Apple jumped right on the issue - and 
placed it in proper perspective - neatly finessing it, and 
providing a very good “template” for all responses…But 
what a waste of valuable time and talent, it seems to us, to 
cater to this crazy new guidance: 

 “The Board recognized that it had already considered the 
issues raised by the Proposal when setting the strategic 
direction of the Company and performing its duties as a 
Board.  Additionally, the Board determined that senior 
executives’ focus on reviewing, improving, and implementing 
policies designed to promote human rights make these matters 
an integral part of the ordinary business operations of the 
Company, and the issues presented in the Proposal as a whole 
fit squarely within the Company’s ordinary business mission to 
safeguard and uphold human rights wherever it does business. 
The Board also considered the Company’s existing policies, 
practices, and disclosures and concluded that the Proposal, 
even if submitted to shareholders and approved, would not 
call for the Company to consider facts, issues or policies that 
the Company does not regularly consider in the course of its 
day-to-day operations, and therefore does not transcend the 
Company’s ordinary business The Board considered the fact 
that it, along with management, is regularly and actively 
involved in the consideration, oversight and re-assessment of 
the Company’s human rights policies.

It also seems to us that with discussion and analysis like 
this, there is no need to ask for a No Action letter at all! 
Just drop the proposal, say why, and let the proponents 
and/or the SEC take whatever “action” is available to them. 

The staff ’s simultaneously issued “guidance” on allowing 
non-shareholders to file “shareholder proposals” via 
a “proxy” is, to put it bluntly, a travesty: “While Rule 
14a-8 does not address shareholders’ ability to submit 
proposals through a representative,” the SEC ‘guidance’ notes, 
“shareholders frequently elect to do so, a practice commonly 
referred to as ‘proposal by proxy.’  The Division has been, and 
continues to be, of the view that a shareholder’s submission by 
proxy is consistent with Rule 14a-8.[10]”

Whatever gives them this crazy idea? The SEC has 
numerous rules on the books to describe how many shares a 
would-be-proponent needs to have, the number of proposals 
they can file at a given company and the voting levels they 
need to get in order to re-submit the proposal in succeeding 
years. All of these rules were specifically designed to deter 
serial-proponents, attention-seeking gadflies - and outright 
nuts - from overrunning companies with proposals - which 
is currently happening at many companies without the use 
of “proxies.” 

Quite aside from the obvious fact that proposals made 
by a “proxy’ are NOT “shareholder proposals” - and that 
they are clearly designed to short-circuit existing SEC rules 
- there is hardly a corporate citizen alive - nor an acting 
or retired SEC commissioner either - who does not agree 
that the bar for submitting and re-submitting shareholder 
proposals needs to be raised, rather than lowered - which 
is what proposal by proxies undeniably do.  It is way past 
time for the SEC to tackle this entire issue in a serious 
way. Meanwhile, allowing “proposals by proxy” should be 
stopped at once!
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We love Virtual Shareholder Meetings. They make it 
easier and a lot less expensive for Directors, key employees 
and shareholders of every description to “attend” from 
anywhere in the world - or to visit the meeting later if they’d 
like, over the Internet. They can save significant sums on 
the costs of booking a meeting hall, installing proper A-V 
equipment, hiring security and staffing up to vet and admit 
attendees, who generally, are attending fewer and fewer 
shareholder meetings each year. And, maybe best of all, in 
our book, VSMs create a complete and permanent record of 
the proceedings, which most companies make available on 
the web for a year or more.

We are OK with “Virtual-Only Meetings” too - as long as 
they have not been designed to “hide from shareholders” - 
or to evade or stifle discussion of potentially controversial 
issues. When there are no controversial issues on the 
ballot - or in the press - and where few if any shareholders 
have historically attended - they can cut meeting costs 
dramatically. And actually, we fear that if all Virtual-Only 
Meetings are banned - or will generate retaliatory actions, 
as some activists have been threatening - the move to adopt 
any kind of Virtual Meeting may fall by the wayside, which 
would not be a good thing. Many meetings of shareholders - 
particularly at small-cap and newly public companies - and 
at companies of all sizes where there is “nothing much new 
or controversial” - are over in five minutes or less these days!

But if you have been paying attention to the VSM scene, you 
will know that Virtual-Only meetings - where no in-person 
attendance is permitted - have come under attack from the 
Council of Institutional Investors, the Comptroller of 
the City of New York - who says the City pension funds 
will vote against directors at companies with Virtual-Only 
meetings - and the normally gentle Sisters of St Francis of 
Philadelphia - plus gadflies John Chevedden and James 
McRitchie, who plan to introduce shareholder proposals 
to thwart the movement. So far this year, a number of 
companies that held Virtual-Only meetings last year - like 
Conoco Phillips and Union Pacific - have agreed to revert 
to in-person meetings, with more companies likely to do the 
same later this year.

Very good things have come out of this debate however: 
Broadridge Financial Solutions, which facilitates most of the 
VSMs - and which is the only entity that can facilitate truly 
Virtual meetings, which require a way for all shareholders 
to cast their votes online - has been sponsoring an Advisory 

Committee of institutional investors and advisors, public 
company representatives and shareholder meeting and 
proxy voting experts, where your editor is pleased and 
proud to have played a part: The mission; to develop written 
Principles and Best Practices for Electronic Meetings of 
Shareholders, the latest version of which will be out within 
a few weeks. 

The discussion, and the guidelines themselves, provide 
a robust, and very rigorous set of Principles and Best 
Practices that are Best Practices at all kinds of shareholder 
meetings - virtual and otherwise. Most important, they 
provide a long list of things to consider - and to do - and not 
to do - at any shareholder meeting.

The OPTIMIZER believes that a so-called Hybrid Virtual 
Meeting - where shareholders can attend virtually, or 
in person, as they choose - and will be able to access the 
proceedings for at least a year - is the gold-standard for 
shareholder meetings. Ultimately, we believe that they will 
become standard practice for all shareholder meetings. 

Many companies seem to be put off by what they see as 
potentially added costs of producing a first-class Virtual 
Meeting. But, as a very frequent meeting attendee, your editor 
has been amazed by how many companies are video-taping 
the meeting now - and transmitting it over the Internet in 
real-time - without calling it a “Virtual Meeting.” Compared 
to the cost of hiring an old-time Court Stenographer - and to 
the old-time practice of mailing out “Post Meeting Reports” 
- and the costs of flying officers and directors around the 
country, and often now, around the world - and housing 
them - and feeding everyone - the costs to produce a VSM 
are often peanuts, we say…and produce a far bigger and 
better “bang” for the dollars spent.

Two last cautions in terms of ‘looking before leaping’: 
Broadridge, very prudently, will not host a Virtual-Only 
meeting if there is a proxy contest…Also - and make no 
mistake about it - a company would be very unwise to host a 
Virtual-Only meeting if there are closely contested matters 
on the agenda or “investor issues” in the air, or worse, in 
the press. Howls of protest and bad press will ensue, we 
guarantee. We also guarantee that one day, folks with a bone 
to pick will “network” with like-minded voters - and will 
spring a total surprise - with votes submitted via the Internet 
that will totally overturn a company-expected win.

AN UPDATE ON VIRTUAL SHAREHOLDER MEETINGS: A GREAT THING, BUT LOOK 
CAREFULLY BEFORE YOU LEAP
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Way back in the 1970s, thanks to constant agitation by the 
famous Gilbert brothers, “Confidential Voting” was being 
adopted by virtually every major company. While many 
large companies continue to faithfully mention this in their 
proxy statements, a surprising number do not…which 
makes us wonder if they simply forgot they have them…or 
think that maybe the commitment lapsed.
Another important thing to note…most Confidential Voting 
policies were pretty vague, as were most of the Gilbert 
proposals, and some, we’re sure, were never written down 
anywhere with any specificity.
So it really is time, as the headline says, to “look under the 
hood” - to see if you have ever committed to such a policy 
- and what, exactly it entails - and maybe even to quietly 
adopt one if you can’t find one in your record books…and 
also to lay out actual procedures.
The better proxy statement disclosures we see typically say 
that “We have adopted confidential voting policies and 
procedures to assure that the votes of all investors will be 
treated as confidential, and will not be available for review 
by company employees or members of management.” (Many 
older versions added an exception for proxy contests - 
which we feel it is both unnecessary and unwise to apply to 
company officers and staff: Far better to specifically delegate 
the task of examining proxies in a contest to outside counsel 
and/or to the Inspectors of Elections, who can examine, and 
challenge individual proxy votes, but who will promise to 
preserve the promised confidentiality. In fact, the biggest 
abuses of confidentiality provisions have occurred when 
there IS a proxy fight - or a very closely-contested matter on 
the ballot. And sadly, we have seen more than one company 
that not only abused this provision, but “took notes” - and 
took retaliatory actions against employees who voted “the 
wrong way” - and a few got caught at it.)
Thus, the better confidential voting disclosures mention that 
“Independent tabulating agents, and Independent Inspectors 
of Election, all of whom have executed written confidentiality 
agreements, have been appointed to examine and tabulate 
shareholder votes, and to certify the final results.”
These provisions are particularly important to have with 
respect to your employee investors, who, of course, are most 
susceptible to possible intimidation, possible retaliation 
- and simple but totally inappropriate nosey-ness from 
management employees. If your company serves as its own 
transfer agent, and/or as an agent for one or more employee 
stock ownership plans, the tabulation and inspection duties 
should always be outsourced to independent third parties. 
And all of them should be made aware of the need to screen-

out any access that company employees may have to the 
voting systems, and should formally agree to do so.
It is particularly important to make robust disclosures about 
confidential voting arrangements to employee and employee-
plan voters…if you want them to vote, that is. Fear of being 
discovered as “voting the wrong way” is, in our long experience, 
the number-one reason why employee-plan voting is, typically, 
so abysmally low. Almost every employee we know has had 
some one - or some “thing” - they just don’t want to vote for, so 
they simply take a pass.
Special attention to confidential voting procedures, if you have 
them, should also be paid during the meeting itself. While most 
individual investors are not at all concerned about management 
knowing how they voted - in fact, many are quite vocal about 
it - some individuals are…employees in particular, but also 
many retirees and “local folks” too - who just want to preserve 
their personal privacy. And, after all, if you have promised 
confidentiality, you should be careful to preserve it. So it is best, 
we say, to have proxies and ballots collected by the Inspector(s) 
of Election or, if there are a very large number of voters in 
attendance, placed into ballot-boxes by the voters themselves.
Company officers - and some directors too - often have a keen 
interest in the overall numbers, and sometimes hover-over the 
Inspectors. (Not a best practice, since this is one of the top ways 
that math-mistakes are made, but often it’s unavoidable.) So 
the Inspectors need to guard individual proxy cards and ballots 
from view if there is confidential voting - and they should also 
use ‘privacy screens’ on their laptops, to be sure that individual 
votes are not accidentally revealed. 
Part of the final cleanup should be for the Inspector to place all 
proxies and ballots in a sealed and labeled envelope, which the 
company can keep, sealed, with its own final meeting records…
unless, of course, there is a proxy fight, or a threatened challenge 
to the results, in which case the Inspector needs to retain control 
of the records.
There’s one last area here where corporate officers need to be 
circumspect - and savvy - and that is with respect to institutional 
investor votes. In your editor’s view, there is nothing improper 
for corporate staffers - or their proxy solicitors and advisors - 
to try to determine, or to deduce the way institutional investors 
have voted, with or without “confidential voting” - as long as they 
do not try to threaten a mutual fund, let’s say, with retaliation 
- or to bribe an investor employee to reveal the info - as once, 
back in the bad-old days, was fairly standard procedure in close 
or contested elections. Most professional investors are only too 
happy to tell you how they have voted, or intend to vote - and 
why…as long as you approach them professionally, and keep 
everything on the up and up.

DOES YOUR COMPANY PROVIDE FOR “CONFIDENTIAL VOTING?” 
TIME FOR A LOOK UNDER THE HOOD, WE SAY
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THE SCARIEST IN-BOX ITEM SO FAR THIS YEAR 
- one of our fellow Inspectors of Election left a message 
to say that a client just learned that protestors at their 
upcoming shareholder meeting would be coming dressed 
as ZOMBIES. “Have you ever heard of costumes at 
shareholder meetings? Any ideas on what to do?” he asked. 

“Guess what? Coming to shareholder meetings in costumes 
is a very old tradition!” Check out the History tab on our 
website for photos of old-time gadfly Wilma Soss dressed 
as Molly Pitcher - and as a “Cleaning Lady” following the 
TV Game Show scandals - and one year, she came to the 
General Motors meeting in a wheelchair, wrapped head-
to-toe in fake-blood-smeared bandages to dramatize a 
steering-defect scandal. 

But zombies??? Yes, indeed, that could create quite a scare: 
Quite by coincidence, your editor had just participated in 
a lengthy in-box/out-box exchange of info on the Society’s 
“Huddle” site about Rules of Conduct for Shareholder 
Meetings - and this, we told our colleague, was the first thing 
to work on, ASAP. 

While the sample rules that we and another member shared 
did not cover costumes - or zombies - we suggested that 
the client draft an amended rule immediately that would 
stress, maybe as Rule 1, that “This is a legally required 
and important Meeting of Shareholders, with important 
business to be conducted. Accordingly, the Rules of Conduct 
will be very strictly observed and enforced: There will be no 
demonstrations permitted in the meeting spaces; no signs, 
no costumes, no chanting or shouting-out of comments or 
slogans - and any violators of these rules will be removed 
from the room immediately.”

The Huddle discussion and sample rules did not cover 
guns either - and here, whether the meeting is in an ‘open 
carry state’ or not, we would add a strict no-gun rule to the 
more usual no recording device/no-cell-phone rule if people 
dressed like zombies are expected to be prowling around. 

We also stressed another good point that came out in 
the Huddle discussion: The very best practice with Rules 
of Conduct is to place them directly into the hands of 
shareholders once they are registered and OK’d to enter the 
meeting site - and to ask shareholders to read them before 
they do so. (One Huddle commenter requires attendees to 
sign a roster to acknowledge receipt of the Rules - which we 
find to be a very good idea if trouble is expected.)

Another very important thing to do ASAP, we said, is 
to contact the manager of the resort location where 
the meeting would be held, since most such venues will 
typically prohibit signs, demonstrations and inappropriate 
costumes too - and will require demonstrators to stay X 
yards away from the venue itself. The venue’s management 
team will also know how to coordinate appropriately with 
law enforcement officials, who will, almost certainly, keep 
any Zombie-Apocalypse-invaders in line - and well away 
from the meeting site. 

This “zombie invasion” sounds to us like a rather well-
coordinated thing that so far appears to be aimed primarily 
at makers and sellers of tobacco products. But maybe other 
products that might be deemed unhealthy ones might come 
under zombie invasions too…So readers, keep your eyes 
and ears to the ground as the meeting season ramps up.

OUT OF OUR IN-BOX:

Just as your editor was sitting down to begin this issue, he 
received a call from a lawyer, asking if he might be able 
to serve as an expert witness in a case involving a transfer 
agent. His client recently called a major transfer agent to see 
if her late brother might still have shares of a very large and 
very well-known company standing in his name, where she 
was his executrix and sole heir. She gave the rep his name 
and TIN, and lo and behold, she was told that he had a fairly 
substantial position in that stock - about $250,000 worth. 
“Could you check to see if he may have holdings in other 

companies you work for?” she asked…and yes, there were 
several other positions, the eager-to-please rep replied. He 
issued replacement checks for all such issues and sent them 
off to her post-haste. The first big check had barely cleared 
when she got a letter from the T-A explaining that the rep 
had looked at the wrong “John Smith” - so would she please 
return the money ASAP. “Can you help us clear this up?” the 
lawyer asked. “There is far too much money at stake for us to 
simply accept the agent’s word, following what they now say 
was a mistake” - and we agreed.

OH THOSE TRANSFER AGENTS! WHO COULD MAKE THIS STUFF UP? 
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SOME SHOCKING FINDINGS FROM PWC’S 2017 SURVEY OF  
856 PUBLIC COMPANY DIRECTORS:

• A startling 46% of directors surveyed say that at least one member of the board they served on should be replaced. On 
a slightly more encouraging note, 68% said that some sort of actions were taken following a board assessment…but 
not necessarily a rehabilitation, or the ouster of a deficient board member: Only 15 percent said that a member of their 
board was provided with counseling or was not re-nominated as a result of a board assessment process.

• A whopping 70% of directors say US executives are overpaid. And 66% say executive pay promotes income inequality.

These two sets of findings really make us wonder about the basic credibility of proxy statement disclosures about 
directors - and the always self-satisfied and self-congratulatory Say on Pay disclosures too. Maybe this is a major 
factor in the constantly diminishing number of votes cast by individual investors; one that we’ve failed to note 
before - a belief that “the fix is already in” so why bother.

“There are important privacy issues here,” said we, “but I do 
think the agent could and should ask you, or me, or both of 
us to sign a privacy agreement so we could review the records 
and satisfy ourselves completely as to the claimed snafu. And, 
please note carefully, the rep really never answered the question 
as to whether there was unclaimed property outstanding under 
the name of your client’s brother’s account. Or maybe, the T-A 
had escheated his property, which they should be able to tell 
you, and which your client would be able to reclaim.”

A rather shocking example of good-will and client 
friendliness butting up against rank ignorance - which does 
seem to be rampant at some T-As these days - and a truly 
mind-boggling and scary mistake. More to come on this, 
maybe, in future updates. 

Here’s another pip from our in-box: “STA Pushes for New 
TA Rules” read the headline in a T-A newsletter - written 
by the T-A’s CEO and designed for clients and prospects 
that crossed our desk in December. “In August, I and 
the other members of the STA Executive Committee met in 
Washington with the current SEC commissioners. We met with 
Commissioner Kara Stein, and the senior staff of the Chairman 
Jay Clayton, as well as the senior staff of Commissioner Michael 
Piwowar. We urged the Commission to fast track certain key 
issues highlighted in its Proposed Rules and Concept release 
regarding the Transfer Agent rulemaking. Because it is expected 
that final rules for all areas noted in the Concept release are 
unlikely in 2017, or even 2018, we urged the Commission to 
fast track rules for: cyber security, disaster recovery, business 
continuity, segregation of funds, capital / insurance requirements 
for Transfer Agents, issuer contracts, restricted transfers and 

original issuances. All of these are long-overdue since transfer 
agent rules have not been materially changed in over 30 years! 
The STA is tasked with providing the skeleton for these proposed 
fast track rules to the Commission staff.” 

Wow! Great news, it seems…a tiny bit of progress on the 
horizon after 30 years of diddling. But isn’t this the very 
same outline of top issues that your editor proposed to the 
SEC in July of 2015 - that drew a blistering response from 
this very author - claiming that your editor had “gone to 
the dark side” and was “adversarial to the transfer agent 
industry” for expounding on why new and better rules and 
regs were needed? 

We’re waiting for an apology - and maybe even a thank you 
for our original, and we think well-fleshed out “skeleton” - 
but we won’t hold our breath where that guy is concerned…

Readers should note well, however, that the lack of clear-
cut rules and regs on all of these subjects puts not only 
transfer agents - but issuers too - at constant risk of being 
sued by disaffected, but often confused and/or careless 
shareholders, but who sometimes turn out to be in the right! 
Here are two links - to our original SEC comments - and to 
our article on T-A liabilities…and what issuers should be 
doing to protect themselves…which, maybe, is what ticked 
that TA guy off so much:

https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-27-15/s72715-19.pdf

http://www.optimizeronline.com/search/article/101138/
transfer-agent-liabilities-under-estimate-them-at-your-peril
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AN INTERESTING INNOVATION HIT OUR IN-BOX 
IN EARLY JANUARY - an e-mailed invitation from 
PR firm ComPro to “Become A Shareholder in iPic 
Entertainment’s IPO - and to join an Investor Webinar to 
learn more: 

“Join iPic Entertainment Founder and CEO Hamid 
Hashemi as he discusses the iPic investment opportunity. 
iPic® Entertainment, one of the largest combined movie 
theater and restaurant entertainment destinations in the 
United States, is seeking to raise up to $40 million during 
its Reg A+ IPO, and invites fans, members, and supporters 
to invest in the company’s planned NASDAQ listing. A 
pioneer of the concept of polished-casual dining in a luxury 

theater auditorium, iPic® Entertainment’s mission is to 
provide visionary entertainment escapes, presenting high-
quality, chef-driven culinary and farm-to-glass mixology in 
architecturally unique destinations that include premium 
movie theaters and bar/restaurants. During this webinar, 
Hamid Hashemi will cover iPic’s key investment highlights, 
provide an overview of the business and outline the 
company’s significant growth opportunities ahead.

We are huge fans of direct stock offerings to “affinity-group 
investors” - many of which have been huge investment 
successes and all of which start a company off with a strong, 
and loyal, and very stable investor base…who also use the 
company products a lot - and talk them up to friends and 
colleagues. We’ll keep you posted.

ELSEWHERE ON THE SUPPLIER SCENE:

We predicted in our last issue that thanks to new 
ownership, there’d soon be big new products coming down 
the pike from ISS…And sure enough, in early January they 
announced the launch of “corporate due diligence profiles for 
investment professionals seeking to better lever extra-financial 
data, analytics, insights and research…which represent a 
unique, composite look at company level governance, provide 
deep insight across board, director, compensation, and other 
crucial governance factors benchmarked against peers.

“Analytics within each profile include: historical voting 
results for management and shareholder resolutions; 
board-level data spanning refreshment and entrenchment, 
diversity, independence, and compensation; the prevalence 
of takeover defenses; executive compensation risks such as 
pay-for-performance disconnects and historical adverse ISS 
recommendations on advisory pay vote resolutions; and 
director track records, including Total Shareholder Return 
performance compared with the industry average and a history 
of key corporate actions for each board seat held.”

Sample reports, and “case studies” are available at the ISS 
site…and they sure look like a quick and scarily easy-to-use 
tool when deciding how to vote - and maybe even whether 
to invest at all.

Closure, it seems, on an old and ugly case: Comptershare’s 
Georgeson unit paid $4.5 million to prosecutors late in 

2017 - admitting that employees improperly paid bribes to an 
ISS employee to obtain information about corporate voting 
that they improperly shared with clients, agreeing to beef-
up security procedures and to hire an independent monitor, 
and signing a deferred prosecution agreement providing that 
further charges will be dropped after three years of good 
behavior. While it was not totally clear from the Reuters 
report, we assume, and certainly hope, that the settlement 
covers the five employees involved, who were scheduled to 
go to trial in February.

What a blow to the NYSE! Pepsico is moving its listing to 
NASADQ - a move that would have been totally unthinkable 
ten years ago. Time for a major re-think and re-set, NYSE, for 
sure. Who’s minding that store? This never would’a happened 
on Dick Grasso’s watch!

The All NewOptimizerOnline.com
Our new website is designed to expand and better deliver 

our premium content to you, including our Online Directory 
of Pre-Vetted Service Providers, interviews with industry 

experts, a searchable database on topics from A to Z, plus an 
archive of past issues...all available with a few clicks.

W W W . O P T I M I Z E R O N L I N E . C O M
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PEOPLE
Daniel Dixon - the son of Dave Dixon - currently one of 
Wells Fargo Bank’s top sales-stars in its Shareowner Service 
Group, who will surely be a super-nova for Equiniti too - 
recently signed with the Boston Celtics top development 
team, the Maine Red Claws. All of Dave’s many fans are 
rooting for imminent stardom for Daniel - a recent William 
& Mary grad who has been averaging 13 points per game. So 
if you get NBA TV, tune in the Maine Red Claws, enjoy the 
action, and root like mad for Daniel…. 
Martin Glotzer, a very long-term and sometimes long-
winded but always genial and polite serial-shareholder 
meeting-attender - aka “gadfly,” as he was OK, and even 
proud of being called - died in February, in Chicago, at 
89. His devoted wife Pearl, a truly delightful gadfly with an 
unforgettable “show-business-like” persona, passed away a 
few months later, in July, at 88 - leaving two children and 
three grandchildren. Marty was especially proud of being 
one of the first “corporate raiders” - the very first, he claimed 
- having wrested away the management and control of the 
Cincinnati Union Stockyards Corporation in a proxy fight, 
way back in the 1970s. For some early photos of the Glotzers 
in action, go to www.OptimizerOnline.com and search the 
HISTORY tab.
White-collar crime watchers who feared for the worst 
after Trump’s summary dismissals of U.S. prosecutors - 
were surprised and delighted to see that Robert Khuzami 
has been appointed deputy U.S. Attorney in Manhattan. 
Khuzami had been a former U.S. District Attorney for the 
Southern District of N.Y., and later a star-reformer in the 
SEC’s enforcement agency, following the Bernie Madoff 
scandal that the SEC had entirely missed. As the New York 
Times observed, “Manhattan has traditionally been one of the 
most aggressive pursuers of cases involving white-collar and 
Wall Street crime, and Mr. Khuzami’s background means he 
could become one of the country’s top financial watchdogs.” 
Gretchen Morgenson, the inimitable, Pulitzer Prize-
winning business reporter, has left the New York Times, 
after a 20-year stint. For a quick review of her past efforts 
to report much-needed corrections of marketplace practices 
- including her prize-winning coverage of the 2001 period 
of bubble investing - see the January 9, 2009 interview in 
Columbia Journalism Review’s The Audit; “You’ve got to keep 
hammering” and her farewell column in the Dec. 12th New 
York Times, “Reflections of a Truth Seeker.”  Happily, for fans 
of Ms. Morgenson’s rock’em sock’em reporting style, she will 
be continuing her work as senior special writer on the Wall 
Street Journal’s investigative team.
David Smith, who served nearly 20 years (1991 - 2001) as 
President & CEO of the Society of Corporate Secretaries 
(…and Governance Professionals, as its name was amended 

later in his career) passed away peacefully and surrounded 
by his family in early December, his youngest son Jenner 
reported, following an 18 month illness. David was a 
wonderful friend and mentor to many Society members, and 
a truly kind, caring and collegial man - who was an active 
leader at the Church of St. James the Less in Scarsdale NY for 
many years and who led the Society with distinction. Most 
important to note, David was one of the very first people to 
realize that the corporate governance movement was not 
just a threat to the “old Society” - but also presented the 
biggest opportunity ever in terms of new opportunities for 
career advancement, much greater visibility and importance, 
where Society members were concerned. David was the 2011 
honoree at the annual End of Annual Meeting Celebration 
and Benefit for Fountain House and Fountain Gallery, 
sponsored annually by the greater NY financial services 
industry. Here’s a link to the video, where David’s gracious 
and typically modest comments begin about minute 6.3 or 
so: https://youtu.be/zHb7gqlPox4?t=6m42s
Renee Walton, who most recently served as Publisher & 
Director of Sales at IR Media Group, the publisher of Corporate 
Secretary Magazine, joined the Society for Corporate 
Governance in January as Director, Sponsorship and Strategic 
Relationships. She will “support [the Society’s] sponsorship 
efforts while developing new ways to partner with our service 
providers to benefit our Society members…. Renee’s expertise 
and extensive industry relationships make her well-positioned 
for the exciting challenges of this new role,” the Society noted, 
and we could not agree more wholeheartedly.
The Society release also announced the appointment 
of Andrew Fitzsimons, “who joins as Senior Director, 
Administration & Human Resources…and who comes to 
the Society with over twenty years of legal administration 
management experience - first at Prudential Financial 
and then at Bank of New York Mellon. Andrew most 
recently served as Chief of Staff/CAO to BNY Mellon’s 
legal department [and] will be responsible for the human 
resources and financial functions, audit committee support, 
certification project management and other strategic 
initiatives. He started his career at Her Majesty’s Treasury 
and the Crown Prosecution Service in the U.K., following his 
graduation from Harlington College in England.”
“As the Society welcomes Andrew and Renee, we say 
goodbye to Olga Holmes, the Society’s Human Resources 
and Operations Director, who will retire in January after 
serving the Society for 21 years in several capacities.” Olga 
supported a total of five Society Presidents,  according to 
their year-end release, and most ably so. We wish her the 
very best in her retirement.
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REGULATORY NOTES…AND COMMENT

WATCHING THE WEB

ON THE HILL: Wonder of wonders! Glimmers of bi-
partisanship in the Senate - with agreements to roll-back 
regulations on small and medium-size banks and credit 
unions, rejection of Trump’s proposed nominee to head 
the Export-Import Bank (who had pushed to abolish the 
bank as a Republican congressman) harsh criticism of the 
data breach at the SEC by both sides, and approval of two 
nominees by unanimous consent to fill the long-vacant SEC 
Commissioner seats.  

AT THE SEC: Some good news here too, with indications 
that the old “broken windows strategy” of bringing lots of 
small cases for every conceivable violation would shift, to 
focus on intentional wrongdoing that affects investors and 
“to send a broader message rather than to sweep the entire 
field” as Steven Pelkin, co-director of the enforcement 
division put it. 

And wow, Chairman Jay Clayton offered some kind words 
for important Dodd-Frank provisions! 

And, happy day, the Commission itself ratified the 
appointment of existing in-house judges and will appoint 
them directly going forward, rather than having the H-R 
department do it. This after the Justice Department switched 
positions and decided that the H-R appointments were likely 
unconstitutional - as most savvy people had been saying for 
three years now, even while pointing out what a fast and 
easy-fix there actually was!  (Ultimately, the Supreme Court 
will rule on this issue, and eight or so cases decided by in-
house judges may end up being reversed.)

Five new commissioners were also appointed to the 
PCAOB in a complete overhaul of the board, which has 
always seemed mostly dysfunctional to us. While we applaud 
the recent audit disclosure moves, we agree with critics that 
the PCAOB needs to focus more on the “nitty gritty” - and 

we have been totally disgusted with the consistently high 
percentages of “failed audits” by major accounting firms that 
their “peekaboos” disclose year after year, and we remain 
doubtful that things will improve under the new regime.

A big move to watch, Brett Redfern, the former head of JP 
Morgan Chase’s electronic trading group, has been named 
as the SEC’s director of trading and markets, “signaling an 
appetite for shaking up rules that are blamed for fragmenting 
trading across dozens of venues and fomenting the rise of 
high-frequency trading” as the Wall Street Journal put it…
And we hope they are right. Among many other things, the 
so-called National Market System (Regulation NMS) which, 
after ten years, is a totally dis-functional mess.

IN THE COURTHOUSE: Bad news for NASDAQ and 
the NYSE: A federal appeals court has ruled that a lawsuit 
accusing them of favoring high-speed traders over smaller 
investors can go forward, which will likely produce some 
interesting fodder for the SEC’s Brett Redfern to chew on.

Bad news for lots of high-profile folks from Wells 
Fargo Bank - where a California appeals court ruled that 
derivative actions against 15 current or former directors and 
four current or former officers could go forward, despite 
defendants’ claims that there were not enough specifics as to 
what they had done wrong - so that plaintiffs will have an 
opportunity to prove their case.

Very bad news for whistleblowers who loyally blew their 
whistles to the management team rather than to the 
SEC…only to encounter retaliation - not to mention no 
whistleblower rewards. Several justices on the Supreme Court 
have expressed the view that they can not find justification 
for “expansionist protections” of whistleblowers in view of 
the plain language of Sarbanes-Oxley where the SEC was the 
only place mentioned as the place to go.

Oddly enough, we think that “watching the web” may well have been the driving force behind Pepsico’s 
move to NASDAQ. Aside from the aura of being more modern, and more “tech savvy” than the 
stereotypically stodgy NYSE, maybe the wide array of higher-tech products and services that NASDAQ 
offers its listed companies is starting to generate some traction these days. 
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View the entire directory online at www.OptimizerOnline.com

No more struggles to coordinate multiple vendors. 
No missed deadlines or budget surprises. Save 
time and cut costs by consolidating all steps of the 
annual meeting process—from planning and 
distribution to vote tabulation and reporting—
across all shareholders. Virtual, in-person, and 
hybrid meeting options engage shareholders and 
offer a full range of voting methods.
www.broadridge.com/corporateissuer

• 	 A secure campaign management portal provides guidelines, timeline requirements, pricing 
tools, job status, and more. 

• 	 Print and electronic delivery options speed turnaround and reduce printing and postage 
costs. Shareholders can view materials online and vote from the mobile device of their 
choosing. Targeted reminders increase participation and stimulate voting.   

• 	 Shareholder Data Services provides a complete, actionable view of shareholder ownership, 
voting behavior and results at critical milestones throughout the proxy campaign.  It offers 
the ability to segment and identify critical unvoted accounts for timely reminders.

• 	 Broadridge Virtual Shareholder Meeting service is the only solution of its kind that allows 
validated shareholders to participate fully in online annual meetings—hearing or watching 
the proceedings, voting and asking questions.

Keane	is	the	country’s	leading	provider	
of comprehensive outsourced unclaimed 
property solutions. Keane provides 
corporations, mutual funds, banks, 

brokerages, insurance companies and transfer agents with a full suite of 
professional outsourced services, including locating account owners or 
beneficiaries, risk mitigation, customer communication programs, 
recovery of escheated assets, consulting, reporting and other unclaimed 
property compliance-related services. 

Keane employs more than 200 unclaimed property specialists across 
the country. Keane is headquartered in New York, NY with a main 
operating facility in King of Prussia, PA, and has various satellite offices 
across the country.

450 Seventh Avenue, Suite 905 New York, NY 10123 800.848.8896 
www.KeaneUP.com • Questions@KeaneUP.com

Computershare helps our issuer clients satisfy federal and state abandoned property requirements.
Georgeson, a Computershare company, offers pre-escheat location services to mitigate the risk of shareholder property 
being escheated - reducing corporate servicing costs and escheatment obligations, and mitigating fraud and audit risk. 
We also offer a full suite of consulting services to guide our clients through the complexities of unclaimed property.

 www.Computershare.com | www.Georgeson.com/CleanUp

Reach new heights with 
single-source simplicity.

Now you can streamline compliance, reduce costs 
and accelerate outcomes across the entire corporate 
disclosure lifecycle—without sacrifi cing control. 
Our unique end-to-end solution combines innovative 
technology, deep expertise and exceptional service to 
help you achieve more, with less eff ort, at lower cost.

Learn more. Contact Broadridge today at: 
+1 844 364 4966

Communications
Technology
Data and Analytics

© 2017 Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc., Broadridge and the Broadridge logo are registered trademarks of Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.

CORPORATE ISSUER 
SOLUTIONS

Comprehensive Proxy and 
Annual Meeting Services

Innovative Transfer 
Agent Services

Essential Capital Markets 
and Compliance 
Disclosure Solutions

Broadridge and Summit have joined 
forces—bringing new efficiency to 
capital markets, compliance and 
shareholder communications.

broadridge.com

American Stock Transfer & Trust Company, LLC (AST) is a full-service, tech-enabled professional services firm that 
helps companies and shareholders across North America maintain momentum through the use of secure corporate 
data, analytics, advisory services, and a strategic approach to every interaction.
AST was originally founded as a transfer agent in 1971. Through organic growth and strategic acquisitions, AST pioneered 

a new model of integrated services in the industry. Our affiliates now include AST Trust Company (Canada), D.F. King & Co., Inc., and Donlin, Recano & 
Company, Inc. Together, we lead the industry with a comprehensive portfolio that includes transfer agent and registrar services, corporate governance and 
advisory services, issuer and mutual fund proxy services, equity plan solutions, restructuring services, and class action and mission critical services.

Call (877) 814-9687 or email newbusiness@astfinancial.com for more information regarding our services. | www.astfinancial.com

ABANDONED PROPERTY

ANNUAL MEETING SERVICES

READ MORE AT WWW.OPTIMIZERONLINE.COM CONTINUED

Computershare offers our issuer clients a full suite of annual meeting services, from initial planning through real-time 
vote tabulation and voting. Our clients save on printing and mailing costs through our e-delivery and electronic voting 
solutions,	while	saving	time	by	having	Computershare	manage	the	voting	process	so	they	don’t	have	to.

www.computershare.com/annualmeetings

Donnelley Financial Solutions can help 
streamline your annual meeting and proxy 
events, thanks to our broker-search capabilities, 
real-time online vote results, final tabulation and 
inspector-of-election services through 8-K filing 
of tabulation results. We can also manage and 
centralize communications for all parties, and 
fulfill and distribute proxy materials.
Ron Schneider  
Director, Corporate Governance Services 
212.341.7593 
Ronald.m.schneider@dfsco.com 
dfsco.com

Cut through the annual meeting complexity 
Rely on Donnelley Financial to help you understand the fast-changing regulatory environment, 
get shareholders relevant information on time, manage the logistics of printing and proxy 
distribution to both registered and beneficial shareholders and proactively monitor voting 
results in the days leading up to your meeting.
Dedicated, expert project manager 
An experienced project manager serves as a single point of contact to streamline and build 
accountability into your annual-report process, freeing your resources for other priorities.
Regulatory expertise 
Our experts are well versed in the ever-changing SEC, NYSE and FINRA rules. At every step 
in the process, you can feel confident that your regulatory requirements will be met.
State-of-the-art systems 
Stay informed and in control with real-time tabulation reporting.
Comprehensive service 
Our skilled, accountable and responsive team is available 24/7/365.
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Okapi Partners LLC is a strategic proxy solicitation and investor response firm providing a full range of solicitation 
and information agent services. Okapi Partners represents clients including activist investors, corporations and 
mutual funds and provides expert consultation and advice as well as superior service, top intellectual capital, 
established industry relationships and outstanding execution capabilities. 
Headquartered in New York City, the experience of our senior management team working with clients on both sides 
of mergers, proxy fights, hostile tenders and rights offerings gives us unrivaled insight into how investors respond to 
formulate a successful campaign. (212) 297-0723 • OkapiPartners.com

EQ, formerly known as Wells Fargo Shareowner Services, combines vast industry experience and industry-leading customer 
service with powerful tools and technology. At EQ we take care of everything from managing share registers, payments and 
investment plans, virtual annual meetings,  to delivering cutting edge augmented reality apps that create new levels of employee 
and	shareholder	engagement.	It’s	not	just	about	technology	it’s	about	finding	insightful	solutions	that	help	clients	exceed	their	
goals–Simply and effectively. www.equiniti.com | 651-306-2899

We’ve	been	a	specialty	player	in	the	shareholder	services	community	for	close	to	40	years.	Our	focus	is	on	situations	
that	can’t	be	readily	accommodated	in	routine	processes,	frequently	because	time	is	short.	Flexibility	is	our	stock	in	
trade. We specialize in state of the art tools for collecting, presenting and distributing data by means of the Internet 

and	telephone.	We	welcome	challenges	that	oblige	us	to	reach	out	for	new	skills	and	to	use	old	skills	in	innovative	ways.	We’re	independent	tabulators	
and	have	a	broad	array	of	services	related	to	corporate	actions	and	the	proxy	process.	Speak	to	us	if	you	start	wondering	how	you’ll	get	something	done.

(212) 807-0477 • www.ellenphilip.com

Visit www.OptimizerOnline.com or email phagberg75@gmail.com to be featured in this directory

MacKenzie Partners, Inc. is a full-service proxy solicitation, investor relations and corporate governance consulting 
firm specializing in mergers-and-acquisitions related transactions. Our extensive work and experience in corporate 
control contests keeps us at the forefront of the leading issues in corporate governance and how they affect both 
management and the investment community.

We provide background research and analyses on shareholder proposals covering a broad area of governance issues, including but not limited to, 
cumulative voting, director compensation, classified boards, shareholder rights plans and how various institutions tend to vote in these situations. We 
also counsel management and the Board as to whether a proposal is likely to pass and develop vote projections to support our views.

MacKenzie Partners Inc. 105 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10016 
www.mackenziepartners.com • 800-322-2885

ANNUAL MEETING SERVICES
THE OPTIMIZER’S  DIRECTORY OF PRE-VETTED SERVICE SUPPLIERS

BENCHMARKING PROGRAMS
Helping public companies and their suppliers – to deliver better, and more cost-effective services to inves-
tors…since 1992 
We specialize in retail investor relations, and in helping issuers to “optimize” their spending on individual investors:
Most companies spend huge amounts of money just to maintain their individual investor base. We help them re-target their programs 
–– and their spending –– to achieve bigger and better results, and usually, to save money in the process.
We, and other members of our team, also serve as Expert Consultants/Expert Witnesses in cases involving securities-
processing, recordkeeping and voting-related issues.

CARL T. 
HAGBERG & 
ASSOCIATES

732-778-5971
cthagberg@aol.com

www.CarlHagberg.com

A Board evaluation is a tool that allows directors to be compliant with listing standards, demonstrate leadership to 
company stakeholders, and affirm its effectiveness. Choosing the right approach for your board is critical to an 
effective review. At GSG, we use a unique process that allows directors to develop an assessment focus that fits 
their board and fosters account- ability. Call Denise Kuprionis at The Governance Solutions Group and use her 20 
years of C-suite and in-boardroom experience to give your board a credibility advantage.

Denise Kuprionis • GSG: The Governance Solutions Group • 513.272.8500 • www.gsgboards.com

Agility Executive Search is a boutique recruiting firm specializing in board and senior level searches. Quality and 
creative search solutions are our hallmarks. Diversity is in our DNA and being agile allows us to execute in a manner 
atypical for the search industry. To date, we have conducted hundreds of board and executive searches with 
delighted clients in all industries. Founded in 2008, we are headquartered in New York City but work everywhere.

Patricia H. Lenkov | Agility Executive Search LLC 
www.agilityexecutivesearch.com | Office: 212.535.2275 | email: plenkov@agilityexecutivesearch.com

BOARD, COMMITTEE & DIRECTOR EVALUATION SERVICES

READ MORE AT WWW.OPTIMIZERONLINE.COM
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Each year we help more than one third of the 
publicly-held companies in North America 
produce and distribute their proxy materials. 
This assistance includes content advisory and 
management, message development, writing 
and editing, design, web hosting, regulatory 
filing, printing, and distribution, as well as end-
to-end annual meeting services.  We deliver 
thought leadership, best practices and primary 
research about key audiences, asking the 
questions that challenge traditional 
assumptions and enable us to distill the issues 
about which investors care most.
Ron Schneider  
Director, Corporate Governance Services 
212.341.7593 
Ronald.m.schneider@dfsco.com 
dfsco.com

Strategic discussions with Donnelley Financial 
Solutions’	 Director	 of	 Corporate	 Governance	
Services help develop a tailored approach to reach 
shareholders more effectively. During these 
strategy sessions, we review:
• 	Past voting results and recent performance
• 	Goals and objectives for the proxy statement
• 	Best practices on content, structure, format, 

design, and document navigation to support the 
company’s	goals	and	objectives

Based on this assessment, we recommend high-
impact changes in content, structure, language and 
design	 to	 highlight	 your	 company’s	 strengths,	
achievements and executive compensation 
alignment and to demonstrate your commitment to 
good governance and shareholder engagement. 
Additionally, our designers find solutions that are 
visually appealing, functionally resilient and 
strategically sophisticated.

Our financial writers and editors are experts in 
clarifying core messages and in helping clients 
articulate their vision, their practices and their 
performance in plain English. Whether crafting a 
narrative from scratch or editing existing prose, we 
work with your executives and legal and compliance 
professionals to ensure the language in the proxy 
statement is clear, accessible and useful to the 
investment community – as it satisfies compliance 
obligations. Particular focus is given to explaining 
the relevance of items subject to voting decisions.
• 	 Logically organizing information as it relates to 

matters up for a shareholder vote
• 	 Eliminating redundant information
• 	 Using a direct, accessible tone
• 	 Eliminating jargon and defining industry terms 

in plain English
• 	 Streamlining sentence structure and ensuring 

proper punctuation, grammar, and syntax
• 	 Adding glossaries

Alliance	 Advisors’	 experience	 and	
knowledge assists corporations with 
implementing and executing corporate 
governance principles that guide the 

Board	of	Directors	and	executive	management	through	today’s	complex	
business environment. Our Governance Advisory Group which consists 
of four former ISS professionals together with our proxy executives 
counsel corporations on executive compensation issues, shareholder 
activism, proxy contests, mergers and acquisitions and management 
and shareholder proposals. Our advisory services include Equity Plan 
Analysis, Institutional Outreach Programs and our highly innovative 
Activist Risk Score.

As Boards of Directors are actively pursuing best in class practices, 
Alliance provides our clients with a unique Board Evaluation Program 
which fulfills the basic components of an annual board assessment 
addressing issues such as board performance, refreshment, tenure, 
diversity and structure.  Alliance also inventories and compares a 
Board’s	skillsets	and	corporate	governance	practices	in	comparison	to	
their peer group and from the viewpoint of their institutional investors and 
the proxy advisory firms.

www.allianceadvisorsllc.com

D.F. King, an AST company, is a globally-recognized leader in proxy solicitation, financial communications and 
corporate governance consulting. With unparalleled experience in merger votes, proxy contests and tender/
exchange offers for corporate control, the firm has advised corporations, shareholder groups, investment bankers 
and securities attorneys for over 70 years. Internationally and domestically, from cross-border acquisitions to 
bankruptcy reorganizations, D.F. King has played a role in many of the highest-profile corporate transformations.

As best practices and regulations evolve, D.F. King supports companies by providing critical information to stay informed and mitigate potential 
concerns. D.F. King offers a full suite of proxy solutions to help deliver favorable vote outcomes and keep your board apprised of the latest trends 
and changes to the corporate governance landscape so that positive momentum stays intact.

Call (212) 269-5550 or visit www.dfking.com for more information.

Broadridge helps corporate 
governance professionals simplify 
shareholder management, 
efficiently navigate regulatory and 
compliance requirements and 
gain further insights about share 
ownership and voting behavior, 
Broadridge offers a uniquely 
flexible and customizable 
shareholder program.
broadridge.com/corporateissuer

Transfer Agent Services. Broadridge offers a simplified approach to shareholder management, more flexibility 
based on your unique needs, and more insight into your shareholder base.
Shareholder Communications. Proxy, annual report, and corporate actions and solutions help you communicate 
effectively with shareholders and efficiently manage the complexities of corporate governance.
Shareholder Data Services. To gain a complete, actionable view of shareholder ownership, voting behavior and 
results at critical milestones throughout the proxy campaign, Broadridge now offers Shareholder Data Services, a 
comprehensive reporting package. It uniquely provides a multi-dimensional view of data to deliver an “early 
warning” detection of potential issues during the campaign; a vote projection analysis based on ownership and 
voting trends; and historical voting results, including benchmarking data.
Annual Meeting Services. We provide the resources to help you manage the entire annual meeting process -- 
from planning and distribution to vote tabulation and reporting—across all shareholders Virtual, in-person, and 
hybrid meeting options engage shareholders and offer a full range of voting methods.
A Seamless Proxy Process. Our Registered and Beneficial Shareholder Proxy Solutions remove the burden from you 
to coordinate multiple vendors. There are no budget surprises and we help you save time and cut costs by consolidating 
all steps of the process—from planning and distribution to vote tabulation and reporting—across all shareholders.

Reach new heights with 
single-source simplicity.

Now you can streamline compliance, reduce costs 
and accelerate outcomes across the entire corporate 
disclosure lifecycle—without sacrifi cing control. 
Our unique end-to-end solution combines innovative 
technology, deep expertise and exceptional service to 
help you achieve more, with less eff ort, at lower cost.

Learn more. Contact Broadridge today at: 
+1 844 364 4966

Communications
Technology
Data and Analytics

© 2017 Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc., Broadridge and the Broadridge logo are registered trademarks of Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.

CORPORATE ISSUER 
SOLUTIONS

Comprehensive Proxy and 
Annual Meeting Services

Innovative Transfer 
Agent Services

Essential Capital Markets 
and Compliance 
Disclosure Solutions

Broadridge and Summit have joined 
forces—bringing new efficiency to 
capital markets, compliance and 
shareholder communications.

broadridge.com

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CONSULTING

READ MORE AT WWW.OPTIMIZERONLINE.COM

THE OPTIMIZER’S  DIRECTORY OF PRE-VETTED SERVICE SUPPLIERS

CONTINUED

Board	governance	doesn’t	come	in	a	one-size	fits	all	package.	“Best	practices”	must	be	adopted	in	a	manner	that	
fits	your	board’s	needs	and	culture.	Whether	it’s	gaining	an	independent	perspective	on	your	board’s	governance	
practices, learning how to adopt new rules effectively, obtaining a governance “tune-up,” or receiving counsel on a 
difficult issue, GSG will help your board become more effective. Call Denise Kuprionis at The Governance Solutions 
Group and use her 20 years of C-suite and in-boardroom experience to give your board a credibility advantage.

Denise Kuprionis • GSG: The Governance Solutions Group • 513.272.8500 • www.gsgboards.com
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Leading the way in Proxy Solicitation, Mutual Bank and Credit Union Conversions, and Proxy Fights. Always 
remember:	“What	works	on	Wall	Street	doesn’t	always	work	on	Main	Street”.	We	are	THE	EXPERTS	at	what	will	
work on Main Street. www.ReganProxy.com • (212) 587-3005

Veaco Group is a corporate governance consulting firm founded by Kristina 
Veaco in recognition of a need for practical governance support for the 
boards and senior management of both for-profit and non-profit entities. We 
have direct and personal experience implementing governance processes 

and we have worked closely with boards as their trusted advisors as • governance consultants and previously 
in	our	Corporate	Secretary	roles.	As	lawyers	we	understand	boards’	fiduciary	•	obligations	and	the	support	
board members need to meet those obligations. This practical and legal experience sets • us apart from many 
governance consulting firms. We provide independent board evaluations in recognition of the increasing desire 
of boards to have a trusted third party provider with our particular experience design a process • suited to their 
particular needs and to conduct their annual evaluations. 
(415) 731-3111 • kveaco@veacogroup.com • www.veacogroup.com

Our Services include:
• 	 Board Evaluations/Board 

Effectiveness Studies
• 	 Board Skills Assessments
• 	 Governance Audits
• 	 Corporate Governance Consulting 

and Advisory Services
• 	 Governance Solutions

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CONSULTING
THE OPTIMIZER’S  DIRECTORY OF PRE-VETTED SERVICE SUPPLIERS

MacKenzie Partners, Inc. is a full-service proxy solicitation, investor relations and corporate governance consulting 
firm specializing in mergers-and-acquisitions related transactions. Our extensive work and experience in corporate 
control contests keeps us at the forefront of the leading issues in corporate governance and how they affect both 
management and the investment community.

We provide background research and analyses on shareholder proposals covering a broad area of governance issues, including but not limited to, 
cumulative voting, director compensation, classified boards, shareholder rights plans and how various institutions tend to vote in these situations. We 
also counsel management and the Board as to whether a proposal is likely to pass and develop vote projections to support our views.

MacKenzie Partners Inc. 105 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10016 
www.mackenziepartners.com • 800-322-2885

Through our Corporate Governance 
Consulting, Morrow Sodali provides our 
clients with insights and updates on 
governance-related matters on an 
ongoing basis, including the 
assessment of best practices and 
emerging trends as they relate 
specifically	to	our	client’s	circumstances.	
As part of our year-round consulting 

engagement,	 we	 analyze	 each	 client’s	 shareholder	 profile,	 provide	
guidance on the full range of compensation and governance matters, and 
most importantly, anticipate potential corporate governance challenges to 
minimize the risk of activism. As we assess potential risks from emerging 
trends or changes in ownership position, we provide strategic, practical 
and insightful advice to help clients make informed decisions. Our subject 
matter expertise covers environmental, social and governance (ESG), 

including sustainability, executive compensation, and board composition 
and evaluation. In addition to proxy solicitation, our team members have 
expertise in stock surveillance and executive compensation.
Morrow Sodali is the leading global consultancy providing comprehensive 
governance and shareholder services to corporate clients around the 
world. We provide companies and their board of directors with strategic 
advice and services in corporate governance, capital markets 
intelligence, shareholder communication and engagement, proxy 
solicitation, activism and related ownership issues.
With headquarters in New York and London and local offices and partners 
in ten countries, Morrow Sodali serves more than 700 corporate clients in 40 
countries,	including	many	of	the	world’s	largest	multinational	corporations.	
In addition to listed and private companies, its clients include mutual funds, 
stock exchanges, membership associations and activist investors.

William Ultan
(203) 658 9449
w.ultan@morrowsodali.com
morrowsodali.com

DATA MANAGEMENT & CONVERSION SERVICES

CONTINUEDREAD MORE AT WWW.OPTIMIZERONLINE.COM

Ron Schneider  
Director, Corporate Governance Services 
212.341.7593 
Ronald.m.schneider@dfsco.com 
dfsco.com

Let Donnelley Financial Solutions transform your proxy from a traditional, SEC-compliance document 
into a more visually inviting, compelling communications showpiece that effectively tells your story to 
your	investors.	We	work	with	you	to	identify	a	style	and	format	that	matches	your	company’s	unique	
corporate culture and proxy-related objectives. Financial writers and editors expertly craft narrative 
from scratch or work with you to edit your existing prose, enhancing readability and satisfying 
compliance obligations. This is an excellent way to ensure that your proxy statement clearly 
communicates your unique corporate culture, objectives, and goals to the investment community. 
Our state-of-the-art hosting platform is mobile ready and SEC-compliant—and unlike many IR sites, 
our hosted sites have no cookie tracking. We help you simplify communications with investors and 
tell a better story via images, text, video and graphics.
Our ActiveDisclosure solution helps you collaborate across teams and simplify your reporting 
process. Our web-based document management tools enable legal, investor relations, and finance 
teams to create and edit critical sections of the proxy statement, while fully utilizing Microsoft Word 
and Excel tools for formatting efficiency and version flexibility.  With ActiveDisclosure, you can even 
create a more stylized proxy that delivers greater visual impact.
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Simplify Financial Reporting with Tangelo - Easily Create Impactful Print and Online Annual Reports
Engaging, full online annual reports, accessible from any mobile device. Allow readers to interact with dynamic 

charts, download select sections, export data directly into Excel, view web-only videos, and much more.   
Creating	and	publishing	your	annual	 report	doesn’t	need	 to	be	exhausting,	 inefficient,	and	 tedious.	Tangelo’s	collaborative,	cloud-based	platform	
empowers your team to seamlessly publish print and online annual reports from a single source. Engage investors, eliminate errors, and save valuable 
time. With Tan- gelo, you can link and sync figures directly to Excel sheets, enforce universal style guidelines, and produce polished reports without 
relying on an external agency. Creating, managing, and publishing financial reports has never been easier.

Tangelo Software USA, Inc. • 81 Prospect Street Brooklyn, NY 11201 • www.tangelo-software.com

THE OPTIMIZER’S  DIRECTORY OF PRE-VETTED SERVICE SUPPLIERS

DATA MANAGEMENT & CONVERSION SERVICES

DIRECTOR EDUCATION

DOCUMENT DESIGN, COMPOSITION & WEB OPTIMIZATION SERVICES

If	 your	data’s	 in	one	 format	and	you	need	 it	 in	another	we’ll	build	a	quick	bridge	 to	get	you	 from	A	 to	B.	Data	
conversion	has	always	been	one	of	our	specialties.	We’ve	had	hands-on	experience	with	files	from	every	major	
shareholder	record-	keeping	system	in	the	U.S.,	and	many	smaller	ones	as	well.	Tell	us	what	you’ve	got,	explain	

where	you	need	to	be,	and	we’ll	let	you	know	quickly	whether	we	can	devise	a	way	to	get	you	there.	The	route	we	take	might	be	purely	programmatic,	
or	it	might	include	classic,	heads-	down	data	entry	–	a	handy	and	versatile	capability	that	we’ve	preserved	carefully	for	special	occasions.

(212) 807-0477 • www.ellenphilip.com

Ron Schneider  
Director, Corporate Governance Services 
212.341.7593 
Ronald.m.schneider@dfsco.com 
dfsco.com

Let Donnelley Financial Solutions transform your proxy from a traditional, SEC-compliance 
document into a more visually inviting, compelling communications showpiece that effectively tells 
your story to your investors. We work with you to identify a style and format that matches your 
company’s	 unique	 corporate	 culture	 and	 proxy-related	 objectives.	 Financial	 writers	 and	 editors	
expertly craft narrative from scratch or work with you to edit your existing prose, enhancing 
readability and satisfying compliance obligations. This is an excellent way to ensure that your proxy 
statement clearly communicates your unique corporate culture, objectives, and goals to the 
investment community. Our state-of-the-art hosting platform is mobile ready and SEC compliant—
unlike many IR sites, our hosted sites have no cookie tracking. We help you simplify communications 
with investors and tell a better story via images, text, video and graphics.

No	matter	how	experienced	your	directors	are,	in	order	to	fulfill	the	board’s	fiduciary	obligations,	it	should	have	a	
director education plan in place. GSG can design a continuing education program for your Board that ensures 
directors stay on top of their game. Education plans include regular updates from in-house executives; periodic in-
boardroom discussions, facilitated by experts, around topics that include current marketplace activity, future trends, 
regulatory changes and governance updates; and periodic attendance at independent board seminars. Call Denise 
Kuprionis at The Governance Solutions Group and use her 20 years of C-suite and in-boardroom experience to give 
your board a credibility advantage.

Denise Kuprionis • GSG: The Governance Solutions Group • 513.272.8500 • www.gsgboards.com

Agility Executive Search is a boutique recruiting firm specializing in board and senior level searches. Quality and 
creative search solutions are our hallmarks. Diversity is in our DNA and being agile allows us to execute in a manner 
atypical for the search industry. To date, we have conducted hundreds of board and executive searches with 
delighted clients in all industries. Founded in 2008, we are headquartered in New York City but work everywhere.

Patricia H. Lenkov | Agility Executive Search LLC 
www.agilityexecutivesearch.com | Office: 212.535.2275 | email: plenkov@agilityexecutivesearch.com

EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP/PLAN RECORDKEEPING SERVICES

READ MORE AT WWW.OPTIMIZERONLINE.COM

American Stock Transfer & Trust Company, LLC (AST) is a full-service, tech-enabled professional services firm that 
helps companies and shareholders across North America maintain momentum through the use of secure corporate 
data, analytics, advisory services, and a strategic approach to every interaction.
AST was originally founded as a transfer agent in 1971. Through organic growth and strategic acquisitions, AST 

pioneered a new model of integrated services in the industry. Our affiliates now include AST Trust Company (Canada), D.F. King & Co., Inc., and Donlin, 
Recano & Company, Inc. Together, we lead the industry with a comprehensive portfolio that includes transfer agent and registrar services, corporate 
governance and advisory services, issuer and mutual fund proxy services, equity plan solutions, restructuring services, and class action and mission 
critical services.

Call (877) 814-9687 or email newbusiness@astfinancial.com for more information regarding our services. | www.astfinancial.com

Computershare’s	full-service	employee	equity	plans	solution	supports	a	full	range	of	equity	compensation	solutions	
and is used by a wide range of companies, from small, U.S.-based organizations to market-leading global corporations.

www.computershare.com
CONTINUED
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If you think you may have matters on your shareholder meeting ballot where the outcomes could turn out to be close 
or contentious... If investors are voting on one or more “material items” – like a merger, recapitalization or a bylaw 
change that requires shareholder approval... If you simply want to follow “best practices” when it comes to ‘inspecting 

the election’ and certifying the final results... If you want to be sure that any firm or individual inspector that you and your board appoint has rigorous 
procedures in place – and actually follows them – and that the inspector(s) can stand up and be effectively counted themselves if challenged...
Please think about having one or more expert and truly independent Inspectors as a part of your company’s official shareholder meeting team. Please 
visit our website to review some “Questions and Answers about Inspectors of Election”... “What, Exactly Should Inspectors Be Inspecting?”... “Who’s 
Counting Those Votes, Madam Chairman?”...and to review the profiles of our current team of Inspectors. www.Inspectors-of-Election.com

THE OPTIMIZER’S  DIRECTORY OF PRE-VETTED SERVICE SUPPLIERS

EMPLOYEE STOCK OWNERSHIP/PLAN RECORDKEEPING SERVICES

FINANCIAL PRINTING

We’re	a	valuable	 resource	 to	have	 in	 your	 corner.	As	 independent	 tabulators	we’ve	been	part	of	 the	shareholder	
services community for close to 40 years. Our principal focus is on employee plans, not only on regular pass-through 
voting but on the processes associated with non-routine situations such as proxy contests, tender offers and other 
corporate actions. 

You’ll	find	that	we	have	a	blue-chip	reputation,	that	we’re	flexible	and	responsive,	and	that	our	practices	are	set	to	the	highest	standards.
We	work	hand	in	glove	with	plan	trustees,	administrators,	record	keepers,	transfer	agents	and	proxy	solicitors.	We’ve	been	through	the	mill.	We	understand	
the	detail	of	the	process	and	we’re	quick	off	the	mark.	We	help	in	planning.	Our	procedures	have	withstood	challenges	over	time	and	meet	the	highest	
standards of corporate governance. Ours is a flexible, tailored to your situation service that includes whatever you need in document development and 
printing and mailing, also a state of the art system for Internet and telephone collection of voting instructions, together with online, real-time tabulations 
and reports. (212) 807-0477 • www.ellenphilip.com

Agility Executive Search is a boutique recruiting firm specializing in board and senior level searches. Quality and 
creative search solutions are our hallmarks. Diversity is in our DNA and being agile allows us to execute in a manner 
atypical for the search industry. To date, we have conducted hundreds of board and executive searches with delighted 
clients in all industries. Founded in 2008, we are headquartered in New York City but work everywhere.

Patricia H. Lenkov | Agility Executive Search LLC 
www.agilityexecutivesearch.com | Office: 212.535.2275 | email: plenkov@agilityexecutivesearch.com

EXECUTIVE SEARCH

Large volumes, last-minute edits, and 
mandatory mail dates can make it 
challenging to get critical 

communications into the hands of investors on budget, on time, year after 
year. Now you can streamline this process and ensure a smooth transition 
from printing to distribution. Let the one firm you trust to process your 
investor communications handle the print production as well. With a 
single-source, full-service solution, you can eliminate costly shipping 
charges, expedite processing and ensure you print only the quantity 
required—to exact specifications.
And with our Enhanced Packaging options, you can increase engagement 
from	the	moment	your	proxy	mailing	hits	a	shareholder’s	mailbox.	
Clear back poly wrap packaging. Make an impression with a 
personalized, full- color, full-page insert that shows through even before 
an envelope is opened.

Encourage voting, target messaging, promote your brand, and turn retail 
shareholders into your best brand ambassadors.
Windowed	notice	envelopes.	If	you’re	a	Notice	&	Access	adopter,	you	can	
also achieve more with every mailing. Colorful, double-sided inserts can 
be customized to your needs. Whatever your goal, you can help ensure 
that your message is read.
Interactive print. Interactive print takes your shareholder beyond the 
printed page to an engaging, digital experience. With traditional QR 
codes or with the no-cost Layar application that triggers an augmented 
reality experience, drive traffic to your website, social media asset, video 
or landing page. Enable your CEO to speak directly with each retail 
shareholder. Or, bring them directly to a page where they can vote online.

www.broadridge.com/corporateissuer

Simplify Financial Reporting with Tangelo - Easily Create Impactful Print and Online Annual Reports
Save	costs	by	leveraging	digital	printing	and	printing-on-demand.	Creating	and	publishing	your	annual	report	doesn’t	need	to	be	exhausting,	inefficient,	
and	tedious.	Tangelo’s	collaborative,	cloud-based	platform	empowers	your	team	to	seamlessly	publish	print	and	online	annual	reports	from	a	single	
source. Engage investors, eliminate errors, and save valuable time. With Tangelo, you can link and sync figures directly to Excel sheets, enforce 
universal style guidelines, and produce polished reports without relying on an external agency. Creating, managing, and publishing financial reports 
has never been easier. Tangelo Software USA, Inc. • 81 Prospect Street Brooklyn, NY 11201 • www.tangelo-software.com

Donnelley Financial Solutions is dedicated to service. Our global, 24/7/365 customer-service team is 
available whenever and wherever you need help. Each client is assigned an experienced deal manager to 
serve as your “go-to” person for all questions and concerns, ensuring there are no surprises around 
document specifications, costs, or deadlines. Our EDGAR filing experts are unmatched in their regulatory 
knowledge and sustained record of filing accuracy. In fact, Donnelley Financial Solutions handles more than 
160,000 EDGAR filings each year—more than any other filing agent. Leverage our global network of 
manufacturing locations, including digital presses, for quick-turnaround projects, premium color services, 
state-of-the-art technology, and expansive logistics services. We own our facilities, and our service team 
ensures your documents are produced accurately and delivered on time.

Reach new heights with 
single-source simplicity.

Now you can streamline compliance, reduce costs 
and accelerate outcomes across the entire corporate 
disclosure lifecycle—without sacrifi cing control. 
Our unique end-to-end solution combines innovative 
technology, deep expertise and exceptional service to 
help you achieve more, with less eff ort, at lower cost.

Learn more. Contact Broadridge today at: 
+1 844 364 4966

Communications
Technology
Data and Analytics

© 2017 Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc., Broadridge and the Broadridge logo are registered trademarks of Broadridge Financial Solutions, Inc.

CORPORATE ISSUER 
SOLUTIONS

Comprehensive Proxy and 
Annual Meeting Services

Innovative Transfer 
Agent Services

Essential Capital Markets 
and Compliance 
Disclosure Solutions

Broadridge and Summit have joined 
forces—bringing new efficiency to 
capital markets, compliance and 
shareholder communications.

broadridge.com

Ron Schneider  
Director Corporate Governance Services 
212.341.7593 
Ronald.m.schneider@dfsco.com 
dfsco.com

INSPECTORS OF ELECTION

READ MORE AT WWW.OPTIMIZERONLINE.COM
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Jeremy L. Goldstein is a partner at Jeremy L. Goldstein & Associates LLC, a boutique law firm dedicated to advising 
compensation committees, CEOs, management teams and corporations in executive compensation and corporate 
governance matters, particularly as such issues arise in the context of transformative corporate events and sensitive 
situations. Prior to founding his own firm, Mr. Goldstein was a partner at a large New York law firm and has been involved 
in many of the largest corporate transactions of the past decade. 
Mr. Goldstein is chair of the Mergers & Acquisition Subcommittee of the Executive Compensation Committee of the American 
Bar Association Business Section. He writes and speaks frequently on corporate governance and executive compensation 
issues	and	is	listed	as	a	leading	executive	compensation	lawyer	in	Chambers	USA	Guide	to	America’s	Leading	Lawyers	for	
Business and The Legal 500. In addition, Mr. Goldstein is a member of the Professional Advisory Board of the NYU Journal 
of Law and Business and a member of the Board of Directors of Fountain House, a charity dedicated to the recovery of men 
and women with mental illness. Mr. Goldstein has a J.D. from New York University School of Law, an M.A. from the University 
of Chicago and a B.A. cum laude and with distinction in all subjects from Cornell University.

Tel:  917.596.2955 • jeremy.goldstein@jlgassociates.com

READ MORE AT WWW.OPTIMIZERONLINE.COM
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LEGAL SERVICES

CONTINUED

Kelley Drye Warren LLP is an international law firm with more than 300 lawyers and professionals practicing in seven 
offices throughout the United States, Brussels, Belgium, and an affiliate office in Mumbai, India. We assist clients in 
accomplishing their business goals by providing practical legal advice and solutions in more than 30 areas of the law. 
We are proud of the long-term relationships established with clients. These are based on the principles of delivering 
efficient service, right-sized staffing, the use of state-of-the-art technology and acting as trusted partners of our clients.

Kelley	Drye’s	National	Corporate	Practice	Group	understands	the	fundamental	principles	of	helping	clients	facilitate	complex	transactions	and	protecting	
the	 value	 of	 our	 clients’	 deals.	 Wefocusonunderstandingclients’businessgoalsandstrategieswhilesimultaneouslynavigatingindustryissuesandregula-	
tory challenges. Coupled with our strong legal acumen, we bring meaningful strength and a strong bench of seasoned corporate attorneys with 
significant experience in mergers & acquisitions, private equity & venture capital, emerging companies, capital markets & securities, finance & lending, 
corporate governance and investor relations, as well as other niche areas such as corporate trust, SBIA funds, and public-private partnerships.

Merrill B. Stone • Partner • PHONE: (212) 808-7543 • mstone@kelleydrye.com

Stephen Tollefsen helps smaller reporting companies find affordable solutions in dealing with corporate governance, 
shareholder activist and proxy issues.  A major emphasis of his practice has been enabling smaller reporting companies 
comply with the requirements of state and federal securities laws in a cost-effective manner. Mr. Tollefsen has 
successfully represented both shareholder activists seeking representation on the board of directors, as well as issuers 
defending against insurgent attacks and hostile takeovers.  
Mr. Tollefsen also serves the needs of start-up, developmental and emerging growth companies, and facilitates OTC 
shareholder liquidity for issuers which choose not to be listed on an exchange. Mr. Tollefsen is a member of the Small 

Business Issuer Subcommittee of the Federal Securities Committee of the American Bar Association, the ABA State Regulation of Securities Committee 
and the Business Law Section of the Washington State Bar Association.  Mr. Tollefsen serves on the board of Aboki International, a charity helping 
distressed communities in rural Nigeria.  Tollefsen Business Law PC | (425) 353-8883 |  st@tbuslaw.com

The SSA is a nationwide network of shareholder services industry professionals. Our 
diverse membership includes corporations of all sizes, transfer agents and a wide 
variety of specialized service providers.
Whether you are new to the industry, a seasoned professional or someone who has 
multiple responsibilities, the SSA offers education and networking opportunities to 
help you succeed.

To join or learn more, visit www.shareholderservices.org,  call 952-928-4650  or email us at info@shareholderservices.org

Benefits: 
• 	 Networking
• 	 Education
• 	 Advocacy
• 	 Career Development

Founded in 1946, the Society for Corporate Governance, Inc. (the “Society”) is a non-profit organization (Section 
501(c)(6)) comprised principally of corporate secretaries and business executives in governance, ethics and 
compliance functions at public, private and not-for-profit organizations. Members are responsible for supporting their 
board of directors and executive management in matters such as board practices, compliance, regulation and legal 
matters, shareholder relations and subsidiary management.  www.GovernanceProfessionals.org

NIRI is dedicated to advancing the practice of investor relations and the professional competency and stature of its 
members. Founded in 1969, NIRI is the professional association of corporate officers and investor relations 
consultants responsible for communication among corporate management, shareholders, securities analysts and 
other	financial	community	constituents.	The	largest	professional	investor	relations	association	in	the	world,	NIRI’s	
more than 3,300 members represent over 1,600 publicly held companies and $9 trillion in stock market capitalization.
www.niri.org

MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS

Visit www.OptimizerOnline.com or email phagberg75@gmail.com to be featured in this directory
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NOTICE & ACCESS SUPPORT SERVICES
Broadridge supports all proxy 
communications options, including 
Notice and Access. We will work with 
you to determine which distribution 
model offers the greatest combination 
of benefits for your particular situation. 
Many issuers will choose a hybrid 
approach, sending full • packages to 
certain shareowners, while sending 
the Notice to others.
www.broadridge.com/corporateissuer

In addition to creating an individualized project plan, 
timeline analysis and notice design, print and mailing, 
your Broadridge representative will help you determine 
the breadth of services you require for implementing 
Notice and Access, which may include:
• 	Annual Report and Proxy Statement conversions 

with enhanced interactive navigation for an improved 
user experience Customized shareowner landing 
page and portal
• 	Web hosting
• 	Inventory management, warehousing and fulfillment
• 	Online options to collect shareowner future delivery 

preferences; paper or electronic

• 	Cost benefit analysis
• 	Customizable Notice templates and forms
• 	Windowed notice envelopes that can showcase 

colorful, double-sided inserts with messaging 
customized to your needs
• 	Voting through proxyvote®.com for beneficial, 

registered and employee shareowners
• 	Shareowner stratification analysis based on shares, 

geographic region and voting criteria
• 	Pre-record date shareowner mailing to identify paper 

or electronic delivery preference

Reach new heights with 
single-source simplicity.

Now you can streamline compliance, reduce costs 
and accelerate outcomes across the entire corporate 
disclosure lifecycle—without sacrifi cing control. 
Our unique end-to-end solution combines innovative 
technology, deep expertise and exceptional service to 
help you achieve more, with less eff ort, at lower cost.

Learn more. Contact Broadridge today at: 
+1 844 364 4966

Communications
Technology
Data and Analytics
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CORPORATE ISSUER 
SOLUTIONS

Comprehensive Proxy and 
Annual Meeting Services

Innovative Transfer 
Agent Services

Essential Capital Markets 
and Compliance 
Disclosure Solutions

Broadridge and Summit have joined 
forces—bringing new efficiency to 
capital markets, compliance and 
shareholder communications.

broadridge.com

Computershare offers an integrated notice and access service that complies with SEC requirements and provides a 
significant opportunity to lower future printing and mailing costs. We provide expert guidance for planning your proxy 
delivery strategy, plus simple, clear and direct shareholder communications and online access to materials.

www.computershare.com/annualmeetings

Harness the Donnelley Financial Solutions 
regulatory expertise, service excellence and online 
toolset to simplify your annual meeting process, help 
you better connect with your shareholders, and take 
full	advantage	of	the	SEC’s	Notice	&	Access	rule.
Harness the Donnelley Financial Solutions regulatory 
expertise, service excellence and online toolset to 
simplify your annual meeting process, help you better 
connect with your shareholders, and take full 
advantage	of	the	SEC’s	Notice	&	Access	rule.
Ron Schneider  
Director, Corporate Governance Services 
212.341.7593 
Ronald.m.schneider@dfsco.com 
dfsco.com

• 	A dedicated project manager partners with 
all members of the working group to expertly 
manage	every	aspect	of	the	issuer’s	event,	
and determine quantities and requirements 
under the Notice & Access rule
• 	Comprehensive checklists, calendar and 

project plans are in place to manage each 
task through completion, provide clear 
communication throughout the process, and 
help you meet required deadlines
• 	Assistance composing the Notice of Internet 

Availability, mailing and merging shareholder 
records, printing personalized copies and 
hosting the materials, along with providing 
the platform for fulfilling full-set proxy 
requests from shareholders
• 	Custom-branded electronic voting and 

document-hosting sites enhance your 
shareholder communications

• 	Branded	sites	reflect	an	issuer’s	image	and	
corporate profile and complement the 
stylized proxy
• 	Custom-hosting sites are SEC-compliant, 

touch/tablet enabled, and designed to 
auto-fit wide screens, and link to social 
media and voting sites; they also include 
interactive components, such as visual 
image sliders, tabbed panels, reminder/info 
fly-outs, embedded video, and Google maps
• 	 Telephone voting services include a dedicated 

1-800 number with a customized greeting
• 	Real-time, online reporting provides up-to-the-

minute updates and an evaluation of voting results
• 	Master tabulator services included
• 	Choice to log in to the online tabulation tool 

or receive scheduled reports via email
• 	Online system reflects both voted and 

un-voted results

Notice & Access 
made easy

A single point of contact throughout your proxy event streamlines the process.

Simplify Financial Reporting with Tangelo. Easily Create Impactful Print and Online Annual Reports
Engaging, searchable online annual reports and proxy materials, accessible from any mobile device and printing-on-

demand	for	those	who	still	prefer	printed	materials.	Creating	and	publishing	your	annual	report	doesn’t	need	to	be	exhausting,	inefficient,	and	tedious.
Tangelo’s	collaborative,	cloud-based	platform	empowers	your	team	to	seamlessly	publish	print	and	online	annual	reports	from	a	single	source.	Engage	
investors, eliminate errors, and save valuable time. With Tangelo, you can link and sync figures directly to Excel sheets, enforce universal style guidelines, 
and produce polished reports without relying on an external agency. Creating, managing, and publishing financial reports has never been easier.

Tangelo Software USA, Inc. 
81 Prospect Street Brooklyn, NY 11201 • www.tangelo-software.com

READ MORE AT WWW.OPTIMIZERONLINE.COM

Broadridge provides companies with 
the strategic approach they need to 
effectively reach both registered and 
beneficial shareowners. We uniquely 

have the capabilities to cover all of the details of your proxy distribution - 
from initial planning through proxy mailing to vote tabulation and reporting 
of your annual meeting -- while you focus on increasing investor confidence 
and reducing your bottom line.
Simplify your experience by letting Broadridge manage your proxy 
process. One point of contact advises you from start to finish.
Move your communications quickly and get them into the hands of shareowners 
efficiently and accurately. Our complete distribution/mailing services include 
duplicate proxy card detection, and high speed insertion technology.
Reduce processing and mailing expenses by combining ballots that are 
mailed to a common address into one envelope, or by merging several 
accounts onto one document to one address.

Save	money	with	Broadridge’s	electronic	delivery	technology.	Broadridge	
can gather and maintain your shareowner consents for both householding 
and electronic delivery.
As the largest processor of beneficial proxies for publicly traded companies in 
the U.S., Broadridge process over 2 billion in investor communications 
annually – more than 80% of all outstanding shares voted in the United States
For those issuers utilizing Broadridge for both the registered and the 
beneficial shareholders for their proxy mailings, we provide complete vote 
tabulation and reporting services. Using Broadridge as your tabulator will 
ensure that you have fully reconciled and audited vote reports delivered 
on time, on a daily basis, covering the registered, beneficial and employee 
shareholder segments.

www.broadridge.com/corporateissuer

Reach new heights with 
single-source simplicity.

Now you can streamline compliance, reduce costs 
and accelerate outcomes across the entire corporate 
disclosure lifecycle—without sacrifi cing control. 
Our unique end-to-end solution combines innovative 
technology, deep expertise and exceptional service to 
help you achieve more, with less eff ort, at lower cost.

Learn more. Contact Broadridge today at: 
+1 844 364 4966

Communications
Technology
Data and Analytics
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CORPORATE ISSUER 
SOLUTIONS

Comprehensive Proxy and 
Annual Meeting Services

Innovative Transfer 
Agent Services

Essential Capital Markets 
and Compliance 
Disclosure Solutions

Broadridge and Summit have joined 
forces—bringing new efficiency to 
capital markets, compliance and 
shareholder communications.

broadridge.com

PROXY DISTRIBUTION & VOTE TABULATION SERVICES

CONTINUED
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Alliance Advisors is a multi-faceted shareholder 
communications and governance advisory firm 
specializing in proxy solicitation, corporate 
governance consulting, proxy contests, market 
surveillance and proxy management. We are an 
independent, management-owned firm that 

provides our clientele with year-round consultation 
and analysis of institutional investors, the proxy 
advisory firms as well as the ever-changing 
governance and activist landscape. 
Founded in 2005, Alliance has an extensive client 
roster of more than 500 corporate clients, which 
includes some of the most prestigious names in 
American business. We distinguish our firm by 
having a staff of senior proxy executives, four 
former ISS professionals and a complimentary 

suite of products and services. Alliance has vast 
expertise in dealing with all corporate transactions 
and management initiatives including: executive 
compensation, contested elections, mergers and 
acquisitions, tender offers and governance and 
shareholder proposals. Our success is based on a 
combination of our proxy experience, sophisticated 
databases,	 client	 service	 levels	 and	 the	 firm’s	
collective commitment to flawless execution.

www.allianceadvisorsllc.com

Donnelley Financial Solutions provides an 
unrivaled, networked print platform, 
delivering world-class service across the 
globe with distribution capabilities to match. 
We are also committed to meeting your 
proxy statement needs, including color 
printing, separate covers and the utilization 
of special paper stock, in a timely, accurate 
and efficient manner.
Ron Schneider  
Director, Corporate Governance Services 
212.341.7593 
Ronald.m.schneider@dfsco.com 
dfsco.com

Extensive Print Capabilities 
With a large stable of print equipment, ranging 
from high-speed digital to digital on-demand, 
sheet-feed, cold and heat set web, engraving and 
ink-jet print, we match the appropriate print asset 
to your specific needs.
Fulfillment Capabilities 
Our comprehensive suite of fulfillment services 
includes digital print on demand, automated 
insertions, custom kitting and assembly, pick and 
pack, e-delivery and warehousing services.
Sustainability Initiatives 
Donnelley Financial does our part to reduce, reuse 
and recycle. Our FSC- (Forest Stewardship 
Council-) certified plants help companies easily 
execute eco-friendly plans without having to trade 
cost effectiveness for being environmentally friendly.

Custom-branded electronic voting and document-
hosting sites enhance your shareholder 
communications:
• 	 Branded	sites	reflect	an	issuer’s	image	and	

corporate profile and complement the 
stylized proxy

• 	 Custom-hosting sites are SEC-compliant, 
touch/tablet enabled, and designed to auto-fit 
wide screens and link to social media and 
voting sites. These sites include interactive 
components, such as visual image sliders, 
tabbed panels, reminder/info fly-outs, 
embedded video, and Google maps

• 	 Interactive documents have enhanced 
functionality for easy navigation, full-search 
capabilities and access on all devices for 
download, email and print

• 	 Telephone voting services include a dedicated 
1-800 number with a customized greeting

THE OPTIMIZER’S  DIRECTORY OF PRE-VETTED SERVICE SUPPLIERS
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PROXY SOLICITORS & ADVISORS

CONTINUED

PROXY DISTRIBUTION & VOTE TABULATION SERVICES

D.F. King, an AST company, is a globally-
recognized leader in proxy solicitation, 
financial communications and corporate 
governance consulting. With 
unparalleled experience in merger 

votes, proxy contests and tender/exchange offers for corporate control, the 
firm has advised corporations, shareholder groups, investment bankers 
and securities attorneys for over 70 years. Internationally and domestically, 
from cross-border acquisitions to bankruptcy reorganizations, D.F. King 
has played a role in many of the highest-profile corporate transformations.

As best practices and regulations evolve, D.F. King supports companies 
by providing critical information to stay informed and mitigate potential 
concerns. D.F. King offers a full suite of proxy solutions to help deliver 
favorable vote outcomes and keep your board apprised of the latest 
trends and changes to the corporate governance landscape so that 
positive momentum stays intact.
Call (212) 269-5550 or visit www.dfking.com for more information.

Georgeson is a global provider of comprehensive proxy solicitation, shareholder engagement and governance consulting 
services to corporations and investors seeking to influence corporate strategy. We work closely with clients to create custom 
strategies for annual or special meetings, mergers and acquisitions, shareholder proposals and activism, proxy contests, 
takeover defenses and more. The firm equips clients with investor intelligence and actionable insights so they can make 
smarter decisions to reinforce good governance practices and drive successful voting outcomes. www.georgeson.com

The Laurel Hill Advisory Group is North 
America’s	 only	 independent	 cross	
border Shareholder Communications 

Advisory Firm. When a response from a shareholder base is required 
-whether as simple as a routine meeting or as complex as a hostile 
takeover or addressing escheatment matters, Laurel Hill makes certain 
the required response is attained. On both sides of the border we are 
regularly engaged in high profile, complex and contentious situations 
involving M&A, restructuring, and corporate governance issues. Our 
team’s	experience	 includes	 the	best	 proxy	 fight	win	 record	of	 any	 firm	
since our inception eight years ago. Our independence means we focus 
solely on serving our clients interests as we are not subject to the conflicts 
that arise within other proxy firms, which have transfer agent ownership.

Cross border operations allow us to effectively reach shareholders 
regardless of their location – Canada, the US or globally. We have offices 
throughout North America, giving our clients first rate cross border 
capabilities that specialize in contested or annual meeting solicitation, 
information agent services, Mergers and Acquisitions, special meeting 
solicitation and shareholder asset recovery programs.We also provide 
Depository and Escrow services. Our state of the art Asset Recovery 
Center provides the ability to reach retail shareholders in an efficient and 
controlled manner. We believe that public issuers need to be proactive 
rather than reactive. If you agree, give us a call.

Independence | Experience | Results 
www.laurelhill.com | (516) 933-3100

Visit www.OptimizerOnline.com or email phagberg75@gmail.com to be featured in this directory
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MacKenzie Partners, Inc. is a full-service proxy 
solicitation, investor relations and corporate governance 
consulting firm specializing in mergers-and-acquisitions 
related	transactions.	MacKenzie’s	Proxy	Solicitation	and	
Mergers & Acquisitions Services Group provides advisory 
and execution services for annual and special meetings 
and in corporate control contests - such as unsolicited 
tender offers, proxy fights and consent contests.
Annual & Special Meetings - In our work with annual and 
special meeting proxy solicitation clients, MacKenzie 
Partners is often asked for an analysis and recommendation 
regarding the probability of passing specific proposals, and 
for the development of the most cost effective solicitation 
campaign that ensures a successful outcome.

Proxy Contests - Whether we advise a dissident 
shareholder or incumbent management, one of our key 
strategic roles is to frame the issues and shape the 
message	to	be	delivered	to	a	company’s	shareholders.	
The goal is to convince shareholders to vote their 
proxies in favor of our client and against the opponent. 
 
We also provide advice regarding the timing of proxy 
material mailings, press releases and advertising to 
receive maximum impact, to respond to the op- 
positions’	 communications	 with	 counter-arguments,	
and to try to “get in the last word” before the annual 
meeting takes place.

MacKenzie Partners Inc.  
105 Madison Avenue  
New York, NY 10016 
www.mackenziepartners.com 
800-322-2885

The cornerstone of a successful 
solicitation is viewing it as a year-round 
commitment.  Our seasoned staff has 
extensive experience which enables us 
to devise and implement customized 
solutions	 for	your	organization’s	unique	
requirements. Our dedicated teams 
handle all aspects of your solicitation.  
We begin with an analysis of your 

shareholder profile and follow that with a thorough review of your 
preliminary proxy statement with a particular focus on identifying potential 
issues with proxy advisory firms. We provide full logistical support as well 
as continual updates throughout the solicitation.  Combining our global 
reach and years of experience, we furnish our clients with information on 

corporate governance, SEC and SRO rule changes, and emerging 
governance issues in real-time.
Morrow Sodali is the leading global consultancy providing comprehensive 
governance and shareholder services to corporate clients around the 
world. We provide companies and their board of directors with strategic 
advice and services in corporate governance, capital markets intelligence, 
shareholder communication and engagement, proxy solicitation, activism 
and related ownership issues.
With headquarters in New York and London and local offices and partners in 
ten countries, Morrow Sodali serves more than 700 corporate clients in 40 
countries,	including	many	of	the	world’s	largest	multinational	corporations.	In	
addition to listed and private companies, its clients include mutual funds, 
stock exchanges, membership associations and activist investors.

Donna Corso
(203) 658 9374
d.corso@morrowsodali.com
www.morrowsodali.com

Okapi Partners LLC is a strategic proxy solicitation and investor response firm providing a full range of solicitation and in- 
formation agent services. Okapi Partners represents clients including activist investors, corporations and mutual funds and 
provides expert consultation and advice as well as superior service, top intellectual capital, established industry relationships 
and outstanding execution capabilities. Headquartered in New York City, the experience of our senior management team 
working with clients on both sides of mergers, proxy fights, hostile tenders and rights offerings gives us unrivaled insight 
into how investors respond to formulate a successful campaign.  (212) 297-0723 • OkapiPartners.com

THE OPTIMIZER’S  DIRECTORY OF PRE-VETTED SERVICE SUPPLIERS
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MacKenzie Partners, Inc. is a full-service proxy solicitation, 
investor relations and corporate governance consulting firm 
specializing in mergers-and-acquisitions related 
transactions. We are called upon frequently to apply our 
expertise and capabilities in tender and exchange offers 
and proxy solicitations for clients who wish to have their 
investors or creditors participate in a restructuring of the 
company. This type of project also frequently involves the 
skills we employ in our securityholder identification and 
market surveillance work. 

The	1980’s	and	the	1990’s	generated	companies	that	needed	
to be restructured and the lessons learned from those 
situations are being used to solve these new recent problems. 
This constantly evolving dynamic field requires a proxy 
solicitation firm at the forefront of these developments. 
MacKenzie Partners has been involved in some of the most 
complex and difficult reorganizations over the past nine years. 
In our work in this area, we are utilized to solicit approvals for 
proposed or competing restructuring plans from one or more 
classes of creditors as well as security holders.

MacKenzie Partners Inc.  
105 Madison Avenue  
New York, NY 10016 
www.mackenziepartners.com 
800-322-2885

REORG SERVICES

Market Surveillance by Alliance 
Advisors provides corporations with a 
clear grasp of the capital markets, in-
depth knowledge of the investment 

community and enhances their overall investor relations efforts. This 
program provides our clients with a thorough understanding of who owns 
their stock and the institutional investors that are buying and selling on a 
real-time basis. Our Senior Analysts possess the knowledge and 
resources to uncover major position changes by utilizing our 

comprehensive database of institutional and custodian data, investor 
profiles and proxy process methodology.
Alliance also offers a cost-effective Ownership Insight program which is 
a weekly reporting service for the investor relations officer to keep track of 
the ownership changes within the shareholder base. Rather than 
depending on stale 13F data, the report provides institutional positions 
changes, stock performance, share flow analysis, activist warning and the 
influence of the proxy advisory firms.

www.allianceadvisorsllc.com

SHAREHOLDER IDENTIFICATION & STOCK WATCH PROGRAMS

American Stock Transfer & Trust Company, LLC (AST) is a full-service, tech-enabled professional services firm that helps 
companies and shareholders across North America maintain momentum through the use of secure corporate data, analytics, 
advisory services, and a strategic approach to every interaction.
AST was originally founded as a transfer agent in 1971. Through organic growth and strategic acquisitions, AST pioneered 

a new model of integrated services in the industry. Our affiliates now include AST Trust Company (Canada), D.F. King & Co., Inc., and Donlin, Recano & 
Company, Inc. Together, we lead the industry with a comprehensive portfolio that includes transfer agent and registrar services, corporate governance and 
advisory services, issuer and mutual fund proxy services, equity plan solutions, restructuring services, and class action and mission critical services. 

Call (877) 814-9687 or email newbusiness@astfinancial.com for more information regarding our services. | www.astfinancial.com
CONTINUED
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SHAREHOLDER IDENTIFICATION & STOCK WATCH PROGRAMS
The cornerstone of a successful 
solicitation is viewing it as a year-round 
commitment.  Our seasoned staff has 
extensive experience which enables us 
to devise and implement customized 
solutions	 for	your	organization’s	unique	
requirements. Our dedicated teams 
handle all aspects of your solicitation.  
We begin with an analysis of your 

shareholder profile and follow that with a thorough review of your 
preliminary proxy statement with a particular focus on identifying potential 
issues with proxy advisory firms. We provide full logistical support as well 
as continual updates throughout the solicitation.  Combining our global 
reach and years of experience, we furnish our clients with information on 

corporate governance, SEC and SRO rule changes, and emerging 
governance issues in real-time.
Morrow Sodali is the leading global consultancy providing comprehensive 
governance and shareholder services to corporate clients around the 
world. We provide companies and their board of directors with strategic 
advice and services in corporate governance, capital markets intelligence, 
shareholder communication and engagement, proxy solicitation, activism 
and related ownership issues.
With headquarters in New York and London and local offices and partners in 
ten countries, Morrow Sodali serves more than 700 corporate clients in 40 
countries,	including	many	of	the	world’s	largest	multinational	corporations.	In	
addition to listed and private companies, its clients include mutual funds, 
stock exchanges, membership associations and activist investors.

Gerry Davis
g.davis@morrowsodali.com
(203) 658 9377
morrowsodali.com

Okapi Partners LLC is a strategic proxy solicitation and 
investor response firm providing a full range of solicitation 
and information agent services. Okapi Partners 
represents clients including activist investors, 
corporations and mutual funds and provides expert 
consultation and advice as well as superior service, top 

intellectual capital, established industry relationships and 
outstanding execution capabilities.

Headquartered in New York City, the experience of our 
senior management team working with clients on both 
sides of mergers, proxy fights, hostile tenders and rights 
offerings gives us unrivaled insight into how investors 
respond to formulate a successful campaign. 
  (212) 297-0723 • OkapiPartners.com

American Stock Transfer & Trust 
Company, LLC (AST) is a full-service, 
tech-enabled professional services firm 
that helps companies and shareholders 
across North America maintain 

momentum through the use of secure corporate data, analytics, advisory 
services, and a strategic approach to every interaction.
AST was originally founded as a transfer agent in 1971. Through organic 
growth and strategic acquisitions, AST pioneered a new model of integrated 

services in the industry. Our affiliates now include AST Trust Company 
(Canada), D.F. King & Co., Inc., and Donlin, Recano & Company, Inc. 
Together, we lead the industry with a comprehensive portfolio that includes 
transfer agent and registrar services, corporate governance and advisory 
services, issuer and mutual fund proxy services, equity plan solutions, 
restructuring services, and class action and mission critical services.

Call (877) 814-9687 or email newbusiness@astfinancial.com for 
more information regarding our services. | www.astfinancial.com

It’s	time	to	take	a	fresh	look	at	your	
Transfer Agency program and make sure 
you’re	getting	the	most	out	of	it.	You	want	
a partner that can handle all your 
shareholder communication needs. One 
that taps into opportunities to create 
efficiencies and increase engagement 
with your shareholders. One that offers 
you a more simplified approach, more 
flexibility based on your needs, and more 
insight into your shareholder base. That 
partner is Broadridge.
www.broadridge.com/corporateissuer

Get the most out of a Transfer Agent relationship with Broadridge:
• 	 A single source solution tailored to your needs from the only Transfer Agent that can support both 

beneficial and registered shareholders.
• 	 Superior shareholder and client service with a dedicated Relationship Management Team, Broadridge-staffed 

and US-based Call Center, and a secure, easy-to-use portal that offers unique features such as client alerts.
• 	 A customizable Shareholder Portal that offers everything your shareholders need to access and manage 

their accounts - personalized with your branding to differentiate your company and enhance loyalty.
• 	 A secure, proven onboarding process that provides a smooth transition and creates opportunities 

for long-term improvement.
• 	 Timely data and analysis that reveal insights and opportunities to gain efficiencies, reduce your 

costs and tailor your communication strategies.
• 	 Fully transparent contracts with no hidden clauses and no costly penalties. Just a clear, easy-to 

understand contract.
• 	 50	years’	experience	helping	companies	realize	efficiencies	and	plan	for	the	future.

Reach new heights with 
single-source simplicity.

Now you can streamline compliance, reduce costs 
and accelerate outcomes across the entire corporate 
disclosure lifecycle—without sacrifi cing control. 
Our unique end-to-end solution combines innovative 
technology, deep expertise and exceptional service to 
help you achieve more, with less eff ort, at lower cost.

Learn more. Contact Broadridge today at: 
+1 844 364 4966

Communications
Technology
Data and Analytics
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CORPORATE ISSUER 
SOLUTIONS

Comprehensive Proxy and 
Annual Meeting Services

Innovative Transfer 
Agent Services

Essential Capital Markets 
and Compliance 
Disclosure Solutions

Broadridge and Summit have joined 
forces—bringing new efficiency to 
capital markets, compliance and 
shareholder communications.

broadridge.com

Computershare	 is	 the	world’s	 foremost	provider	of	shareholder	services	 to	public	companies.	Our	 team	offers	global	
expertise, responsive client service and innovative technology, as well as a comprehensive suite of products and services 
designed to help our issuer clients achieve their corporate objectives. Trusted by more than 6,000 U.S. companies 
representing	17	million	shareholder	accounts,	our	proven	solutions	put	our	clients’	and	their	stakeholders’	needs	first.

STOCK TRANSFER AGENTS & AGENCY SERVICES

EQ, formerly known as Wells Fargo Shareowner Services, combines vast industry experience and industry-leading customer 
service with powerful tools and technology. At EQ we take care of everything from managing share registers, payments and 
investment plans, virtual annual meetings,  to delivering cutting edge augmented reality apps that create new levels of employee 
and	shareholder	engagement.	It’s	not	just	about	technology	it’s	about	finding	insightful	solutions	that	help	clients	exceed	their	
goals–Simply and effectively. www.equiniti.com | 651-306-2899

Cis.computershare.com

READ MORE AT WWW.OPTIMIZERONLINE.COM



www.shareholderservices.org

Who We Are
The Shareholder Services Association (SSA) is 
a nationwide network of shareholder services 
industry professionals.  Our diverse membership 
includes corporations of all sizes, transfer agents 
and a wide variety of specialized service providers.  
Whether you are new to the industry, a seasoned 
professional or someone who has multiple 
responsibilities, the SSA offers education and 
networking opportunities to help you succeed.

Why Join
• Network with industry professionals.
• Stay up to date with best practices and new

trends.
• Receive timely updates on industry and

regulatory news.
• Develop a support system of people who

understand your challenges.
• Gain visibility by serving on industry panels

and/or in leadership positions.
• Advance your career through education and

networking.

Advocacy
Join our active dialogue with the industry groups 
and regulatory bodies shaping our industry.

Education 
The Annual Conference, in-person meetings and 
events, webinars and on-line training cover timely 
and relevant topics:

• Addressing regulatory changes
• Mitigating risks
• Effectively working with your transfer agent

and service providers
• Identifying cost savings
• Evolving issues such as cybersecurity and

unclaimed property
• Preparing an effective annual meeting

What Members Are Saying
• “SSA members’ willingness to share their depth

of experience gives us all an edge.”
• “The conference was highly valuable to attend.”
• “Presentations and topics were top notch.”
• “Provides the best networking.”

JOIN SSA – WE ARE HERE FOR YOU

Premier Source for Shareholder Service Professionals

To join or learn more, visit www.shareholderservices.org, 
call 888-574-3288 or email us at info@shareholderservices.org.



computershare.com  |  georgeson.com

YOU HAVE 
SPOKEN AND 
THE RESULTS 
ARE IN...

W e are a global leader in transfer agency, employee equity plans, mortgage servicing, proxy solicitation, stakeholder 

communicatio ns, and other diversified financial and governance services. The world’s leadi ng organizations work with us 

to maximize their relationships with investors, employees, creditors, members and customers.    

*According to the recent Group Five benchmark study for U.S. transfer agent services


